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Introduction

We are proud to present the results of NautaDutilh
Belgium’s Outlook on the Private Equity and Venture
Capital Market Survey. In February 2013, we asked
selected professionals from the private equity and
venture capital sector to fill out our questionnaire
regarding their expectations for 2013.
Fifty-seven professionals, representing a mix of private
equity players, venture capitalists and advisory firms,
took the time to provide us with their insights, which we
have used to predict trends on the Belgian market for
the coming year. These trends will most likely continue
into 2014, as well.
The same type of survey was also done in the
Netherlands. Respondents shared their views on future
developments, and comparisons were made with 20112012.
The purpose of this report is threefold:
• to share with you the results of our 2013 survey and
provide you with insight into its (at times) unexpected
results;
• to share with you relevant insights into international
private equity and venture capital trends, given the
interconnectedness of the Belgian and international
markets; and
• set out the 2012 Belgian private equity and venture
capital highlights.
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Figure 1: Who are you?

5%

I work at a private equity firm
I work at a venture capital firm

28

%

I work at an intermediary

49%

I work as a corporate finance advisor
(with a bank, accounting firm or advisory firm)

18%

I work at a porftolio company of a private equity firm
Other

Figure 2: In which of the following market segments do you mainly work? (multiple answers allowed)

3%
10

%

Total deal value < € 5 million

13

%

Total deal value > € 5 million < € 10 million
Total deal value > € 10 million < € 50 million

17

%

25%

Total deal value > € 50 million < € 100 million
Total deal value > € 100 million < € 250 million

32%

Total deal value > € 250 million

NautaDutilh Belgium’s Private Equity Team is composed of

dealings are becoming increasingly technical, complex

lawyers from different practice groups and backgrounds

and international in scope. Even if funds are still available

(corporate, finance, M&A and tax). The team has worked

(indeed, Belgians save record amounts), start-ups and

with several respondents to our survey and with other

companies seeking to expand their activities still find it

players from the private equity and venture capital sector

difficult to attract financing. Matching the sides remains a

on a number of occasions. For NautaDutilh Belgium, the

challenge.

highlights of 2012-2013 were the Uteron Pharma and
Tomra deals.

The survey results are presented in separate chapters:
the first two chapters of this report cover the climate for

Based on the private equity files we handled in 2012

private equity and trends in private equity transactions,

and which we are currently working on, we have noticed

respectively, while the third chapter discusses recent

two significant trends: firstly, players are keen to acquire

regulatory, legal and tax developments affecting the sector.

or sell assets in the framework of distressed M&A deals

We sincerely hope this report helps you form, validate and

and, secondly, the life sciences and energy sectors are

challenge your own views on the future of private equity in

attracting more attention. In view of these trends, we’ve

Belgium. We are proud to share it with you and welcome

included in this report external experts’ opinions on certain

your feedback.

developments.
On behalf of NautaDutilh Belgium’s Private Equity Team:
The most important concern facing the private equity
sector is how to put capital to work. We’ve also noticed

Elke Janssens, partner Private Equity

that certain types of companies (in particular family

Sophie Jacmain, partner Distressed M&A

businesses) are worried about the future, as business

Pascal Faes, partner Tax
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The climate for private equity in Belgium
2012: The market displays optimism

The Norwegian company Tomra acquired the Leuven-

It is well known that 2012 was not the best year for

based company Best, which specialises in sorting

the Belgian private equity and venture capital market.

machines for the agricultural and food industries.

Indeed, while Belgian GDP grew 1.9% in 2011, the same

Subsequently, KBC Private Equity and Pentahold

cannot be said for 2012, for which year the National

invested in the growth and further professionalization of

Bank of Belgium1 reported a decrease of around 0.2%,

the company, and it was later sold for e 138 million. In

mostly due to the fact that both private consumption and

another deal, the Liège-based biotech company Uteron

building activity fell, although companies still contributed

Pharma (created in 2005) was sold to the American

0.3% thanks to investment activity. Nevertheless, there

pharma giant Watson Pharmaceuticals. After assisting the

are three encouraging signs: (i) private equity deal volume

Van Rompay family with the sale of the generics company

in 2012 increased compared to 2011, (ii) private equity

DocPharma in 2005, we advised on the sale of Uteron

players finalised a number of interesting deals in 2012,

Pharma. The company was sold for e 112 million, while

and (iii) the National Bank of Belgium reported a 0.1%

a second (similar) milestone payment will be made if

increase in economic activity for the first quarter of 2013,

certain targets are reached. Our Private Equity Team has

after three stagnant quarters.

experience assisting clients with similar deals for years.

For 2011, the Belgian Venture Capital and Private Equity

In 2012, e 138 million venture capital was invested

Association (BVA) reported private equity and venture

in Belgian companies, twice the amount invested in

capital investments in Belgian companies of e 962 million,

2011 and better than the general trend throughout the

including deals related to the Sarens Group (a recognized

European Union, where investments fell by 10%. In this

leader in heavy lifting equipment and engineered transport)

regard, Belgium ranks fifth overall in the EU, after the

and Pinguin-Lutosa (a world leader in frozen and ready-to-

United Kingdom, Germany, France and the Netherlands.2

eat foods), which sold its potato division to McCain.

2012 Venture Capital Highlights
In 2012, the top-3 private equity buy-outs included the

(Investments in Belgian Companies)3

sale of LMS International by NPM Capital to Siemens

1. Biocartis (e 34.5 million)

(e 680 million), the sale of Dexia Asset Management to

2. Promethera Biosciences (e 17 million)

GCS Capital (e 380 million), and the sale of Vemedia

3. Uteron Pharma (e 14 million)

Pharma (e 136 million). Important private deals included
the acquisition by Marc Coucke of Omega Pharma

This list demonstrates the importance of venture

backed by Waterland Private Equity (e 848 million) and the

capital in the life sciences sector in Belgium.

acquisition of Best by Tomra (advised by NautaDutilh).

For more on this topic, please refer to our expert’s
contribution to this report (An expert’s view: Life
sciences).

1

2
3

 ational Bank of Belgium, press release (available in French) of 3 May 2013, available at
N
http://www.nbb.be/DOC/DQ/F/DQ3/HISTO/NFFE13I.PDF.
De Tijd, 30 January 2013, 18.
Ibid.
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2013 is off to a good start. With respect to venture
capital investments in the first quarter, the Belgian

Figure 4: What is your perception of the attractiveness
of Belgium for the purposes of private
equity or venture capital investments?

financial newspaper De Tijd (4 May 2013) reported

2%

investments of e 42 million in Belgian growth companies.

12%

The highlights for this first quarter are Kitozyme (e 9
million), Bone Therapeutics (e 7.7 million), Multiplicom

Bad

39%

(e 5.5 million) and Agrosafve (e 5 million).

Good
Normal

47

%

The skies are expected to clear up
(at least somewhat)

Very good

If the M&A Predictor compiled by an advisory firm4 or
recent trends in the US are any indication, the M&A

Compared to 2008, Belgium has climbed from 18th to

markets may have turned a corner. Indeed, several

14th position on the attractiveness scale. The respondents

participants in the survey indicated that the Belgian and

to our survey confirmed these figures.

Dutch markets possess a number of structural strengths
Figure 5: The Global Venture Capital and Private
Equity Country Attractiveness Index

which will sooner or later lead to a healthier deal flow.

2012
Value

Figure 3: In which category of deals do you expect
most private equity/venture capital activity
over the next twelve months?

2008

Rank

Rank

United States

100

1

1

Canada

96,8

2

3

United Kingdom

95,1

3

2

Japan

93,0

4

4

Singapore

92,9

5

6

Hong Kong

92,2

6

8

Australia

91,9

7

5

Sweden

90,9

8

9

Germany

89,4

9

7

Switzerland

87,9

10

12

Denmark

87,3

11

11

Netherlands

87,2

12

10

Norway

84,7

13

16

Total deal value > € 100 million < € 250 million

Belgium

84,4

14

18

Total deal value > € 250 million

France

84,2

15

17

19%

7% 14%
18%
42

%

Total deal value < € 5 million
Total deal value > € 5 million < € 10 million
Total deal value > € 10 million < € 50 million
Total deal value > € 50 million < € 100 million

Below, we further analyse the buying and selling sides.
Indeed, private equity parties (including venture capitalists
and sponsors) are not perceived to be the most active
buyers and sellers on the market. Both corporates and
4

family-owned enterprises have an important role to play in

KPMG’s ‘M&A Predictor - January 2013’: “Confidence Returns to Global M&A Market”, and
“European Corporates Bullish.” (available at http://www.kpmg.com/global/en/issuesandinsights/articlespublications/ma-predictor/pages/ma-predictor-january-2013.aspx).

this process, with the help, professionalism and financial
resources of private equity specialists.

11
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Expected evolution of private
equity/venture capital deal volumes
2013: Will the positive trend continue?

This diagram shows that 2013 is off to a good start.

14%

Although it is obvious that 2013 will not be a vintage year,

With respect to venture capital investments in the first

the market is moderately optimistic about the prospects,
over the next 12 months, of the Belgian private equity

Decrease
quarter,
the Belgian financial newspaper De Tijd (4 May

and venture capital market, both taken alone and

2013) reported investments of e 42 million in Belgian

compared to markets in other Western European and

growth companies. The highlights for this first quarter are

Nordic countries. For private equity and venture capital

Kitozyme (e 9 million), Bone Therapeutics (e 7.7 million),

deal volumes, the mood is one of cautious optimism:

Multiplicom (e 5.5 million) and Agrosafve (e 5 million).

35%

Stay the same

only 14% of respond-ents expect a decrease in private
equity/venture capital volumes, while 86% expect at least

51%
Increase

the status quo to continue (51% expect an increase in
deal volume in 2013 compared to 2012).

Expected evolution of market conditions
in Belgium compared with other
Western-European and Nordic countries

11 2

% %

7%

Better

Don’t know

Worse

80%
Same
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Figure 6: For which type of buyers do you expect the greatest increase in M&A activity over the next twelve months?
(multiple answers allowed)
Private equity/venture capital/sponsors

4

%

15%

3

%

Corporates

28%

Financial institutions

12%

Family-owned enterprises
Other

35

%

3

%

None of above:
I don’t expect increase in activity
Don't know

Figure 7: Who do you expect to be the most active player(s) on the sponsor side over the next twelve months?
(multiple answers allowed)

7% 6

%

Belgian private equity/venture capital firms

44

%

43%

European private equity/venture capital firms
US private equity/venture capital firms
Don't know
Other

Who is buying…

It is interesting to compare these results with those of our

Insofar as respondents expect an increase in deal volume

survey in the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, we noticed

for 2013, the most active types of buyers are expected

two general trends: (i) private equity players intended

to be corporates, followed by private equity companies

to buy in 62% of the cases, compared to only 30%

(see Figure 6). In most transactions in which NautaDutilh

for corporates, and (ii) the importance of family-owned

was involved in 2012, shares were sold by founders

enterprises as prospective buyers grew from 1% (in 2011)

and private equity funds to corporate buyers. Indeed,

to 6% (in 2013). In Belgium, corporates and family-owned

corporate buyers often have more cash on hand and are

enterprises are willing to play a more active role as buyers

not dependent on financial institutions to finance their

and sellers, and private equity players are actively seeking

transactions. In addition, they are willing to take more risks

interesting investment opportunities, although there is still

as they have inside knowledge of the target’s business and

a significant gap between sellers’ expectations and what

market.

private equity players are willing to offer. Corporate buyers
are strategic buyers and are prepared to offer more for a
target.

13
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The results reveal several trends:

report, the equity part of a transaction is becoming
increasingly important on the Belgian private equity
market: private equity and venture capital players are

• More and more corporate entities intend to
acquire other companies

unwilling to provide risk capital to the same extent

An assessment of the market indicates increasingly

as in the past, when debt ratios tended to be much

divergent behaviour between companies which

higher. This reduced willingness to take risks can also

continue to have strong results and those still

be explained by the reluctance of banks to provide

suffering from the financial crisis. Stronger

financing for riskier investments.

companies have more cash available to invest and
(due to the low return of keeping cash inside the

With respect to this strong incentive to buy, a distinction

company) are open to opportunities to acquire (parts

should be made between Belgian/Benelux funds and

of) competitors. These companies will be discussed

larger players. The latter are often closed-end funds,

in more detail in the distressed M&A section of this

meaning they must dispose of assets within a certain

report (Trend: Distressed M&A).

period of time. Moreover, the fund managers are often
paid based on the deals they make, through carried

In addition, it is important to bear in mind that

interest. As a result, if they do not close any deals for

many Belgian companies are still family owned. For

a certain period of time, they are not paid. This could

these types of businesses, selling is tantamount to

prompt them to take more risks, in the hope that the

giving up a child. The emotional factor cannot be

markets will have recovered by the time they are ready

underestimated. This type of seller will only sell if it

to sell the assets or shareholdings.

is sure that the company will be in good hands. In
some cases, this means they are willing to accept

• B
 elgian and EU parties play the most important

a lower price if they are given guarantees that the

roles

personnel or site will be maintained.

Only five respondents expect a US private equity or
venture capital firm to play an active role on the sponsor
side over the next twelve months. As a result, the

• Private equity players have strong incentives to
buy and sell

market will be shared equally by Belgian and European

‘The need to put fund capital to work’ is often

players. In Belgium, these are often Dutch, French or

mentioned as a driver for private equity deals.

Benelux funds.

Whether a private equity firm indeed ends up as a
buyer depends on the projections for the value it will
be able to create in the prospective portfolio company
and on the amount of leverage it can apply. In this
respect, we have noticed a difference between the
Dutch and Belgian markets. On the one hand, some
respondents to the Dutch survey noted a trend
towards somewhat lower equity-to-debt ratios
(“it used to be 50% equity and 50% debt, now it
is moving to 40% and 60%”) and leverage. The
chances are that private equity will account for a
larger share of acquisitions in 2013. On the other
hand and as will be demonstrated further in this
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Trend: Private equity players and
family-owned enterprises: A winning
combination

Family-owned enterprises are considered to be by far the
most likely sellers in 2013. Based on our conversations
with the family-owned enterprises amongst our clients, a
number of reasons are given for this trend:

In 2012 and the first quarter of 2013, we noticed a
substantial increase in the number of family-owned

• N
 iche companies in need of growth: many Belgian

enterprises involved in private equity and venture capital

family-owned enterprises are (domestic or global)

activities. One of the latest deals to be reported in the

leaders in certain niche products but sometimes lack

press5 was the sale by venture capital company Sofindev

the necessary capital and/or management capacity

to Rolton NV (the majority shareholders’ holding company)

for further growth (which in the on-going crisis is

on 10 May 2013 of its 48% stake in Devan Chemicals,

considered the best means of ensuring the company’s

which it had acquired back in 2003. Over a period of 10

future);

years, the family and its team of experienced venture
capitalists, backed by an international network, turned this

• The baby-boom generation: owners of many Belgian

investment into a success story. Uteron Pharma can also

family-owned enterprises are considering winding down

be mentioned in this context.

their professional activities but there is no up-andcoming generation to take the reins;

Only one respondent to the Belgian survey stated that
“the professionalization of family-owned enterprises will

• The ever-changing tax climate (see Chapter 3): while

become an important driver of the Belgian private equity

family shareholders can currently in principle still realise

and venture capital market”. His statement is confirmed by

tax-free capital gains, it is not clear what the future will

the results of our survey, according to which family-owned

bring;

enterprises are expected to be the most important sellers.
As mentioned above, two important sales drivers can be

• T
 he changing labour market: the changes to blue-

distinguished: first, the need to transfer the company to

collar and white-collar severance payment rules create

the younger generation and, second, growing external

a risk of higher costs to dismiss employees.

pressure for enhanced professionalization, driven by
stricter regulatory and compliance rules. On the Belgian
market, certain private equity funds specialise in familyowned enterprises, for which the transfer of the business
to the next generation is of paramount importance.

5

15

De Tijd, 11 May 2013, 23.
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A recent survey by PwC6 of 2,000 respondents in 28

• The ability to attract qualified staff, the organisation

countries (including 75 interviews in Belgium) confirms

of the company, and technology issues are much

the feedback we’ve received from our clients. Thus, the

greater concerns compared to 2010; private equity

following conclusions can be drawn:

players could use their professional experience and
skilled management teams to provide assistance in this

• Only slightly more than half the respondents (53%)

respect (e.g. introduce SAP or similar systems in order

are family members; the fact that 47% are not family

to enhance professionalism and efficiency);

members indicates the openness of Belgian familyowned enterprises to non-family members. Such

• b
 y 2017, more than half of turnover will result from

openness is key to the future success of private equity

international deals (especially in countries such as

cooperation with such businesses, as investors usually

Brazil and China); this figure indicates that Belgian

want to determine the company’s strategy and/or

companies will be obliged to leave their home markets

exercise operational control over its activities;

and explore (initially) neighbouring countries and
(subsequently) more far-flung locales.

• while most companies predict growth for the coming
five years, only 3% of Belgian companies expect
‘fast and aggressive’ growth, compared to 12% on
the global level; private equity players could, on the
one hand, use their expertise to set higher targets and
speed up growth while, on the other hand, ensuring a
‘safe’ investment climate with little cause for concern,
thanks to the niche markets these types of companies
tend to operate in and their significant potential for
growth;

6

 ee http://www.pwc.be/en/publications/2013/pwc_family_business_survey-belgium_
S
findings-nl.pdf.
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Figure 8: Who are the most likely sellers over the next twelve months?

23%

5% 14%

Private equity/venture capital/sponsors
Corporates

7%

Financial institutions
Family-owned enterprises
Other

51%

None of above: I do not expect increase in activity
Don't know

…and who is selling?

exits when we had strategic buyers knocking really hard

On the global level, according to Preqin7 data, the private

on our door.” Corporates, by contrast, are expected to

equity sector’s “total global assets under management

become more active sellers in order to raise cash or pay

last year rose 4% to $ 3.2 trillion, the 12th successive

down debt.

year of increase since records began in 2000.” Part of this
increase comes from buy-out firms, which have seen the

A recent study by Ernst & Young8 reports that 77% of

value of their portfolio companies rise to $ 894 billion, a

corporates “intend to accelerate their divestment plans

strong increase since 2008 and up 11% from 2011. “This

over the next two years.” One reason given for this

has partly come as a result of the failure of private equity

trend is the fact that divestment is used as a short-term

firms to sell the assets they acquired during the boom

tactical tool, often to raise cash or pay down debt. No-

era between 2005 and 2007. [ ... ] In addition, many of

tably, the same study found that only a small fraction of

the sales of recent years have been secondary buy-outs

corporates expect to sell to private equity firms, and it

[...] while initial public offerings and trade exits have been

concludes that “sellers may be missing an opportunity to

more difficult.” Thus, although they have plenty of assets

secure capital by not taking the time to prepare for these

and a strong incentive to sell (‘exits from portfolio compa-

potential buyers who may have significant amounts of

nies’ is regarded as the second most important driver for

capital to deploy.”

private equity deal volume, see page 18), buy-out funds
are not expected to be as active on the sell side yet. This
is not where they expect to get the most for their assets.
“For family-owned or captive private equity firms, or for
firms that have recently raised new funds, there is no
incentive to sell right now. This year we have only done

7

“ Private equity manoeuvres for elbow room”, 4 February 2013, available at http://www.
efinancialnews.com/story/2013-02-04/private-equity-manoeuvres-for-elbow-room (the term
private equity here includes buyouts, venture capital, and infrastructure, mezzanine and real
estate financing).

8

 rnst & Young , “Global Corporate Divestment Study”, January 2013, available at
E
http://www.ey.com/GL/en/Newsroom/News-releases/News_Short-term-fast-cash-more-ofa-priority-forsellers-than-longer-term-strategic-priorities.
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Which factor(s) will
drive private equity deals in 2013?

Other
Don't know
Emergence of a European/Belgian private placement market
or alternative means of financing
Foreign private placements
Funds at end of life cycle
Convergence of sellers' and buyers' price expectations
More focus on active portfolio management
Interest rates/search for yield
Investor confidence (e.g. as a result of political stability)
Downsizing by financial institutions
Corporate restructuring

Same

Regulatory environment (e.g. AIFM Directive, Basel III,
Solvency II, Dodd Frank)
Macro-economic conditions

0

5

10

15

20

Number of respondents
(normalized, multiple answers allowed)
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What might drive private equity
deals in 2013?

compared to two to three years ago. Nowadays, banks

Our analysis of answers to the question of what could

of keeping the business ticking but of taking decisive

drive an increase in private equity deal volume reveals

action. This leads to a lot of companies being put on the

three main conclusions.

market, in parts or in one piece, ranging in size from very

deal differently with companies: it’s no longer a matter

small to quite big. Such companies may very well be
• Respondents cited first and foremost macroecono-

healthy from a business perspective but have the wrong

mic conditions, which is in line with the results of our

capital structure.” In Belgium, both the takeover of the

survey in the Netherlands. Macroeconomic conditions

family-owned business Santens by its French competi-

are those beyond the control of the parties. In its daily

tor Descamps and the bankruptcy of Alfacam received

practice, our Restructuring and Insolvency Team has

substantial press coverage.

also noticed the heightened importance of this factor,
prompting more litigation between companies and

On the restructuring side, NautaDutilh has assisted and

more transactions involving distressed assets. For

advised several Belgian or foreign banks on the reorga-

further information, please refer to the distressed M&A

nisation and refinancing of companies active in various

and private equity section of this report.

sectors (mainly the real estate sector). Most of these
transactions are obviously confidential. We have as-

• The regulatory environment, downsizing by financial

sisted banks in determining and implementing the most

institutions, investor confidence, interest rates

efficient and profitable means of enforcing their security

(including the search for yield), a focus on active

interests against financially distressed debtors. The value

portfolio management, end-of-life funds, and the

of this type of restructuring deal tends to vary from

convergence of sellers’ and buyers’ expectations

e 10 million to e 250 million.

received almost equal attention. This gap between
expectations is maintained in part because the few

We have also been involved in the successful restructu-

deals that are completed are done at high multiples.

ring of several companies under the Business Continuity

This raises expectations amongst sellers, just as

Act of 31 January 2009, mainly through a court-super-

it would do on the housing market: “If you have a

vised sale, thus saving a substantial number of jobs.

fantastic house in tip-top condition in a prime location,
you can still sell it the next day. Only now your

• Neither foreign private placements nor the emergence

neighbour won’t sell unless he gets the same price,

of a European or Belgian private placement market

even if his house is not nearly as good, so he ends up

or alternative means of financing were mentioned as

getting stuck with it for a year or more.”

factors liable to influence the volume of deal activity,
the reason being that most Belgian deals are too small

With respect to corporate restructuring, participants in

to attract international players. However,

both the Dutch and Belgian surveys noted that many

specialised funds are active on the Belgian market,

companies have ended up in banks’ intensive care units

e.g. in the life sciences sector, and the Dutch market,

over the past few years: respondents to the Dutch survey

e.g. distressed M&A matters.

actively commented on restructuring issues. “You already
see a lot of restructuring-driven deals in the market,”
noted one respondent. “The situation is very different
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Trend: Distressed M&A

flowing in, and the banks are confident and propose

Distressed M&A has several meanings in the literature

credit for adverse situations. On the expense side, even

and in business circles. For the purposes of this report,

if costs could be reduced, cost-cutting is not a priority.

we have distinguished between three types of distressed

When the circumstances change and the company is

M&A. When faced with adverse market conditions, a

facing financial difficulties due to market fluctuations

distressed company can in general choose between three

and heightened competition, the existence of slack re-

means of exit to deal with the situation:

sources usually ensures greater flexibility when it comes

9

to choosing the type of exit.
• Type 1: ‘involuntary’ exit after bankruptcy, court-ordered liquidation or judicial reorganisation; shareholders

Timing. Even though timing is crucial, practice indicates

and directors will usually take all necessary measures

that shareholders and management sometimes wait too

to avoid this scenario;

long before taking the appropriate measures, mostly due
to the fact that management does not want to accept a

• Type 2: ‘voluntary’ liquidation which leads to the com-

particular issue or adheres to an overly optimistic view

pany ceasing its activities; and

of the future. A lack of effective action wastes precious

• Type 3: ‘restructuring’, i.e. a sale, division, merger or

time, decreases the level of slack resources within the

other type of reorganisation.

company, and increases the time pressure to react to
changed market conditions.

Regardless of the choice (if the company still has one),
there will be a loss of economic value and partial compensation for stakeholders. When a company still has a

Diversification. Distressed acquisitions often lead to

genuine choice, it could be wiser to opt for a type-2 or

positive abnormal stock returns for the acquirers. This

type-3 exit, meaning a controlled exit with the transfer of

return depends on both the performance of the indi-

control and assets. If the parties wait too long to take a

vidual asset and the target’s diversification strategy.

decision, practice indicates that external factors will often

Even though the acquisition of a distressed asset may

gain the upper hand, resulting in a type-1 exit.10

create opportunities to expand a company’s business,
increase its market share and generate new revenue

Three crucial factors in the choice: slack resources,

at discounted prices, such transactions also present

timing, and diversification

high inherent risks, in the form of overpayment due to
erroneous evaluations, overly optimistic assessments

Slack resources. After periods of economic and cor-

by management of the chances of turning the situation

porate growth, companies usually have a high level of

around and integrating the acquired business into the

slack resources and tend to be somewhat more relaxed

company’s own activities, and high risk exposure for

due to an optimistic profit-and-loss statement. On the

shareholders. Another noteworthy result of the study is

income side, new clients are being acquired quite easily

that it is the diversification of assets (so-called idiosyn-

while existing clients are ordering increasing quantities

cratic opportunities) as opposed to the acquisition of the

of goods and services, turnover is increasing, cash is

distressed asset itself which has the greatest influence
on risk. Indeed, acquiring a distressed asset increases
risk exposure by 16%, while proper diversification reduces the risk of default by 54%.11

9

 . Balcaen, J. Buyze, and H. Ooghe, “Financial Distress and Firm Exit: Determinants of
S
Involuntary Exits, Liquidations and Restructuring Exits”, University of Ghent, 2009.

10

Ibid.

11

 . Bruyland and W. De Maeseneire, “The Risk Effects of Acquiring Distressed Firms”, Vlerick
E
Leuven Gent Management School, 2011.
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In practice: increasing pressure

distressed M&A funds, one often-heard answer is that, in
Belgium, wealthy individuals and families tend to play the

In our practice over the past four years, we have seen

role traditionally reserved to such funds.

an increase in type-1 and type-2 restructuring scenarios.
Type-3 mergers or divisions are becoming less common,

Last year, NautaDutilh’s Restructuring and Insolvency

as slack resources of targets dwindle and timing is increa- Team was involved in several (involuntary) type-1 procesingly of the essence: indeed banks and other equity and

dures. We see that foreign, often UK, funds specialising

debt providers are more patient at times when slack re-

in distressed companies create opportunities and re-

sources are high and are more likely to tolerate covenant

ceive a high return on their investments thanks to better

breaches and liquidity issues. Shareholders no longer

monitoring of distressed entities. The Belgian market is,

have a choice and are being pushed into type-1 or type-2

however, slowly beginning to realise the importance of

scenarios. Since a type-1 (involuntary) scenario results in

and opportunities presented by distressed M&A.

the destruction of economic value and has a major impact on stakeholders, a type-2 scenario is often preferred

Decreased SME slack resources in Belgium: 2012-

as it provides better compensation for stakeholders while

2013 ECB survey on SME access to financing

preserving economic value.
This past April, the European Central Bank (ECB) puBelgium does not have a tradition of tracking and

blished the results of a survey of 7,510 firms (including

monitoring distressed M&A opportunities

500 Belgian firms) on access to financing of small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the euro zone12

Unlike Anglo-Saxon countries, Belgium does not have a

(conducted from October 2012 to March 2013). The

tradition of studying and tracking distressed M&A oppor-

report evidences mainly the changes to the financial

tunities. Indeed, there are (practically) no funds or entities

situation, financing needs and access to financing of this

in Belgium specialising in tracking and/or taking over

type of company and outlines the modified availability of

distressed companies and/or assets. In this climate, even

three sources of financing which make up a significant

targets that wish to restructure through M&A are unable

portion of a company’s slack resources: (i) bank loans, (ii)

to approach the right players. As process and timing are

bank overdrafts, and (iii) trade credit.

essential, the lack of such specialised players may explain
why it is difficult for distressed companies to restructure

According to the survey, company managers indicate

through a type-3 scenario (acquisition or merger/division at

that finding customers is their greatest concern, SMEs in

an early stage). Indeed, quite often it is too little, too late.

Belgium reported an increase in turnover, and there was
a slight decrease in the debt-to-equity ratio and a 12%

One reason often cited by private equity players for the

decrease in bank lending rates. These can be interpre-

lack of tracking distressed M&A opportunities is their

ted as signs of more optimistic financing markets. The

reputation and relationship with banks. When acquiring

survey confirms the divide between countries with no

distressed M&A assets, banks usually request additional

or very difficult access to credit (38% of SMEs in Gree-

security. Moreover, if the deal fails, private equity firms

ce, 25% in Spain, 24% in Ireland and 21% in Portugal

are afraid that their reputation with the bank will suffer.

mentioned ‘access to finance’ as their most pressing

When asked why Belgium does not have a tradition of

concern) and countries such as Germany, Belgium and
the Netherlands, where this concern is of course also
present but to a lesser extent.

12

 vailable at http://www.ecb.int/pub/pdf/other/accesstofinancesmallmediumsizedenterA
prises201304en.pdf?c0f745622719bad143a5940000671368.
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However, the study clearly shows that Belgian banks pro-

Through ARKimedes, PMV acquires significant minority

vide smaller nominal amounts of loans and overdrafts and

stakes in so-called ARKIVs, i.e. private funds that invest

will be less willing to extend loans in the future. Around

in promising, rapidly-growing SMEs. PMV is currently

25% of Belgian SMEs applied for bank loans, a signifi-

involved in over 125 companies.

cant percentage of which received what they asked for
(around 80%). However, where one bank used to provide

What trends has NautaDutilh’s Restructuring and

the entire financing needed for a transaction, our practice

Insolvency Team spotted in its practice over the past

indicates that it is now necessary to have recourse to

year?

several banks, in order to spread the risk.
• An increasing number of involuntary restructuring
PMV and Gigarant: a practical example on helping

procedures through judicial reorganisations (including

companies access financing in Flanders

transfers of businesses and branches of activity
under the Business Continuity Act). Most cases relate

ParticipatieMaatschappij Vlaanderen (PMV) is involved

to family-owned enterprises in which restructuring

in over 150 projects.13 Its activities are structured around

decisions were taken too late. Such judicial reorgani-

four pillars: providing risk capital (acquiring stakes,

sations have a major impact on creditors, employees,

through share capital or subordinated loans, in innovative,

managers and shareholders, as they result in the

fast-growing companies with a sustainable competitive

destruction of value.

advantage), providing guarantees for loans (provision of
guarantees to financial institutions, including banks and

• An increase in silent debt restructuring activity. When

leasing companies to cause them to offer more financing

facing major financial difficulties, companies try to ne-

to companies active in Flanders, at more attractive terms),

gotiate and modify agreements with banks. If they are

extending advantageous loans (mainly to creative indus-

unable to reach an amicable solution, the usual result

tries, independent childcare providers, and companies

is a type-1 or type-2 exit scenario.

in the green sector and social economy), and investing
through external funds.

• Heightened importance of specialised foreign players.
Foreign funds and companies specialising in mana-

PMV works with 22 financial institutions to guarantee

ging distressed companies are willing to take on grea-

company loans. It provides two types of guarantees: (i) a

ter risk in the hope of receiving higher yields and ROI.

generic guarantee (for guarantees < e 1.5 million) and (ii)

There are no such Belgian funds or companies active

Gigarant (for guarantees > e 1.5 million).

on the Belgian market.

Gigarant was founded in 2009 in order to help companies

• Even if Gigarant theoretically invests only in compa-

cope with the financial crisis. In 2011, the Flemish govern-

nies that are not distressed and have potential for

ment extended this system of guarantees for an indefinite

growth or investment projects in the works, we have

period, to stimulate additional financing for SMEs and

noticed that, in reality, it has played a role in the res-

larger companies. Gigarant provides guarantees in ex-

tructuring of companies that have had difficulty coping

cess of e 1.5 million, for a maximum term of 8 years, for

with market changes and the financial crisis.

amounts of up to 80% of the underlying credit available

One recent example is the bankruptcy of Alfacam, to

for investment, leasing or working capital.

which Gigarant provided security valued at over
e 14.6 million.

13

Available at http://www.pmv.eu/en/portfolio.
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Figure 9:

Sectors where most private equity activity is expected
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In which sectors might we see private
equity deals in 2013?

was the 2010 acquisition by Fidentia Real Estate and

As in the Netherlands, the healthcare sector holds the

Assumpta home near Brussels. Secondly, the impact

top spot for expected private equity activity in 2013.

of government decisions in the healthcare sector will

However, while the healthcare sector provides significant

increase as from 1 July 2013. On this date, all qualifying

opportunities for private investors (especially in peripheral

healthcare operators covered by subsidies (in practice,

areas and smaller-scale providers), it also presents a nu-

99.9% of Belgian hospitals) will be subject to the public

mber of pitfalls and obstacles, including the unpredictable

procurement legislation. As private equity players are

impact of government decisions on the sector and the

very active in this sector, they will indirectly also have to

fact that many players are ‘midfield’ entities, i.e. non-profit

deal with this legislation.

organisations which are not allowed to distribute profits.

“As from 1 July 2013, all qualifying

In this respect, two important points should be mentioned.
Firstly, private equity funds are increasingly investing
in rest homes. The most important deal in this regard

the Nationale Portefeuille Maatschappij of the Maria

healthcare operators covered by
subsidies will be subject to the public
procurement legislation.”
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The life sciences sector is in second place. At the

However, it is obvious that opportunities in these sectors

EU level, Belgium is a leader in this type of investment.

will continue to exist, as the price level of assets drops,

Indeed, one third of all biotech investments in the EU are

making them an interesting target for acquirers with no

made in Belgium. Insiders indicate two key factors for

immediate liquidity needs and who can afford to wait for

this: firstly, the presence of high-quality research staff and

the market to recover.

facilities at Belgian universities and several projects to

• S
 ectors in which respondents expect the fewest deals

enhance cooperation between academia and the private

include the automotive and financial products and

sector and, secondly, the innovative trial-and-error culture

services sectors. Respondents believe that heavy

prevalent in Belgian biotech companies, in which highly-

regulatory and political influences on the financial sector

skilled and motivated individuals put all their energy to

will deter most investors, despite the opportunities

use in developing a product. Although the trial-and-error

this sector offers. However, despite this pessimism, it

approach does not fully explain the success of the life

should be noted that an important deal in the financial

sciences industry in Belgium, it was indicated as a key

sector closed in early December 2012 when, under

factor by at least one survey respondent (see also the

pressure from the European Commission, KBC Private

‘An expert’s view: Life sciences’ section of this report).

Equity sold most of its assets to KeBeK Management,
a company created by the former KBC Private Equity

Technology/IT is the third most popular sector. This is

Management with the help of LGT Capital Partners.

in line with the perception of our specialised teams in

• Although business and professional services are

2012 and early 2013, which were involved in the following

considered low potential for 2013, the most important

two high-profile matters. We advised stakeholders at the

deal in the Netherlands so far this year has been

Benelux level in the Ingenico deal and assisted Ingenico

Waterland’s successful sale of Intertrust. The reasons

with the purchase of 100% of Ogone’s issued securities for

cited for this attractiveness are the typically high cash

e 360 million. The deal closed in January 2013. Ogone is

conversion rates of companies in this sector and the

an online, mobile payment service provider, active in nearly

benefit they stand to gain from the continuing trend

70 countries and servicing nearly 42,000 clients.

towards the outsourcing of business and professional
services.

NautaDutilh also assisted the shareholders (i.e.

• The strong drop in activity expected for the retail &

management and Avedon Capital Partners) of FinArch

wholesale sector is attributed mainly to the belief that

in the sale of its business to WoltersKluwer. FinArch,

profit margins in the retail sector are under pressure:

with offices in all major financial centres worldwide, is a

consumer spending continues to decrease, while a

global leader in the provision of new-generation financial

substantial percentage of the sector’s costs are fixed

management software. FinArch offers a unique blend of

(rent, etc.). However, opinions to the contrary can

domain expertise, operational services, and technology

also be heard: “Traditional private equity sectors such

solutions that facilitate and accelerate the implementation

as retail, but also manufacturing and food, are quite

by financial institutions of cost-effective and reliable

attractive to invest in right now. As soon as the economy

financial management platforms. We assisted the sellers

starts to improve, those sectors will be the first to

with all aspects of the transaction.

respond and generate returns again,” says one private
equity investor.

Sectors that are perceived as less
important by survey participants

These points of view are confirmed by De Tijd, which stated

In this regard, it should be noted that most such sectors

sectors had attracted the most financing in the first quarter

are heavily dependent on the overall economic forecast.

of 2013, while energy and healthcare lagged behind.
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on 4 May 2013 that the consumer goods and financial
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An expert’s view

One solution could be to involve very early in the process
industrial and later-stage investment partners. Both can

Life sciences:
Seed and early-stage life sciences
financing

help validate the business case, and the company’s
management and fund teams can draw on their respective
networks and experience. This requires, however, a
different mindset from that of more traditional private equity
investors: the seed fund should be considered a partner

By Jean Van Nuwenborg, Partner Theodorus

rather than a competitor with conflicting valuation interests
Below we explain the differences between seed and early-

in later-stage funding rounds. Another solution could be

stage financing, on the one hand, and more mature private

to convince traditional venture capital funds to invest

equity financing, on the other hand. We also propose

relatively small amounts in seed and early-stage funds. The

solutions to bridge the gap between the two and to align

advantage for the seed fund would be that it can benefit

the interests of early and later-stage investors.

from the experience, network, international exposure, etc.

“The Quest for Cash and Bridging

of the more mature fund. The advantage for the traditional
venture capital fund would be that it can explore an

the Gap with Traditional Private Equity
Funds

interesting pipeline without losing much time. It would be

Seed and early-stage financing of life sciences

interests whenever possible.

”

to their mutual advantage to act as partners, aligning their

companies entails taking into account a substantial
number of risks pertaining to the team, intellectual

In our experience, industrial partners usually contribute

property rights, proprietary technology and the market.

substantially to the success of a young company, especially

The project stands a chance of success only if all of

in highly innovative and cash-intensive sectors such as

these aspects are correctly managed and if sufficient

life sciences. They usually invest at an earlier stage in

funds can be raised. The life sciences sector in particular

order to be able to follow the company and major market

is characterized by the significant amounts of cash

trends with minor investment and management costs.

needed, as product development cycles tend to be quite

The only drawback is that they can at times hinder further

long. This is less the case in other innovative sectors

fundraising and/or exit as they are often, as shareholders,

(such as high technology and green technology) where

first in line for exit opportunities.

revenue is generated earlier. More traditional life sciences
investment funds usually invest at a later stage, once

During the initial development stages of a young healthcare

certain risks have been covered and the business case is

company, cash management and the realisation of value-

thus more attractive.

creating milestones are of the utmost importance. Both
are critical to the success of further fundraising rounds at

The preparation of an investment proposal upon

acceptable conditions for first-hour investors. The input

incorporation is usually very time-consuming. Seed

of both company and fund management teams is critical.

investors develop a business plan with the management

Fund managers offer continuous support to their portfolio

team. In the best case scenario, this takes around six

companies, without however actively managing them on a

months, but incubation periods of 12 to 24 months are

daily basis. This requires them to have entrepreneurial and

quite common. The selection process is very strict: only

managerial experience. Financial skills are also important

the best projects survive and are presented to the seed

but not as critical as for a private equity or buy-out fund.

fund. This lengthy preparatory phase is one explanation
for the high management cost of a seed fund, compared
to its usually modest size.
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Seed and early-stage funds should ideally be able to

Once a company has been successfully incorporated

invest upon incorporation and during the next two

and developed, all stakeholders start thinking about exit

fundraising rounds. In doing so, they can maintain

strategies. Under current market conditions, IPOs and

a significant stake in the company, so that they can

secondary sales are rare. Most exits take the form of

continue to influence its strategy. In Belgium, early-stage

trade sales or management buy-outs.

healthcare investors are supported by public investment
funds and subsidies. Each euro invested by a seed

In conclusion, it is indeed possible to successfully

fund upon incorporation is usually matched by a public

manage a seed and early-stage fund in the life sci-

investor. Such public support is key to the successful

ences sector. In this regard, partnerships with the public

start-up and early-stage development of healthcare

and industrial sectors are well-established and vital.

companies. This is certainly part of the explanation for

Partnerships with traditional private equity funds should

the success and leading position of Belgium in the life

also be developed, in order to improve the chances of

sciences sector, in particular biotechnology.

success of start-up life sciences companies. We hope
that professional associations such as the BVA and

The choice of later-stage financial partners is critical to

FlandersBio can play a facilitating role in this regard.

a company’s future success and development: venture
capital, private investors, private equity, industrial
partners, etc. The investor syndicate should be able
to further support the company’s development and
to attract high-level venture capital and private equity
investors at later stages. Company and early-stage
fund management teams should be very careful when
selecting investors, balancing recognized value against
the potential value they can contribute at later stages.
Aligning interests, insofar as possible, is key to success.
Such alignment is also very important in management
incentive systems. Based on our experience, such
schemes should be significant, but the award of
incentives should be contingent on the achievement
of company milestones. Indeed, the creation of value
for managers should only be possible if value has been
created for financial investors as well.
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Trend: Renewable energy & private equity

This upward trend in renewable investments could however
be impacted by the new kid in town, namely cheap US gas
and shale gas which have already prompted increased in-

A multi-billion euro market which presents certain risks

vestments in fossil fuels, such as coal. It is not clear whether
Over the last few decades, the renewable energy sector

venture capital and private equity will follow the same trend

has grown into a multi-billion euro industry. In the past

and invest e.g. in gas infrastructure.

decade in particular, the sector has expanded exponentially. For example, the market for solar panels in 2011 was

With respect to private equity and venture capital

estimated to be 30 times greater than in 2004. As with

investments in wind and solar power, the focus may continue

other industries, however, the past two to three years have

to shift to companies specialising in the development of

been extremely volatile. Several factors have contributed

wind and solar farms and the service providers to such

to this volatility, such as the unstable regulatory framework

companies. However, since the solar and wind markets are

for investment in renewables. Indeed, due to budget cuts

more mature, venture capital and private equity providers

and constraints, certain incentive schemes and invest-

could opt for less mature or developing markets, such

ments have been cancelled or delayed (e.g. discussions

as biomass and waste-to-energy, biofuels and perhaps

regarding the extension of certain US incentive schemes for

geothermal energy. From a geographic standpoint, more

solar power). In addition, the renewables market has been

funds are expected to flow to developing countries, where

rendered vulnerable due to a significant reduction in tech-

there is much to be done in the area of renewables. These

nology and the manufacturing cost of solar energy (with the

are the markets where growth is expected.

exception of large hydroelectric power stations, solar and
The Belgian market

wind have traditionally been regarded as the most mature
markets and have attracted the most investment in recent
years), coupled with overproduction on the manufacturing

One of the most important deals of 2012, in which

side (due to the entry of low-cost manufacturers). This

NautaDutilh was involved, was the merger of European

means, of course, that there are more opportunities for

CleanTech I SE, a Frankfurt-listed special purpose acquisition

companies that benefit from cheaper production.

vehicle, with Electrawinds. The merger of these two entities
will result in a powerful renewables player in Europe. As far

Increasing private equity and venture capital

as the Belgian market is concerned, some work remains to

investments

be done to develop an onshore and offshore wind market.

Despite the volatility and uncertainty of the past few years,

The European level

private equity and venture capital players have made significant investments. In 2011, for example, a very respec-

At the European level, we believe the 20-20-20 targets

table e 4.5 billion was invested through private equity and

developed by the European Commission in the context of the

venture capital funds in renewable energy companies, on a

Europe 2020 strategy will continue to enhance opportunities

global basis. The expectation for the years to come is that

for private equity and venture capital investment. These

the level of investment by private equity and venture capi-

targets set three key objectives for 2020: (i) a 20% reduction

talists will remain in the same region, if not increase slightly.

in EU greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990 levels;

One explanation for a possible increase is that some large

(ii) an increase in the share of the EU’s energy produced from

traditional utilities companies must sell off certain of their

renewable sources to 20%; and (iii) a 20% improvement

(renewable) assets, either as part of a merger control or in

in the EU’s energy efficiency. Since we are still a long way

order to obtain cash to renew and refurbish their ageing

from achieving these goals, governments will have to create

infrastructure. Thus, large (renewable) assets will be up for

incentives to do so, which will undoubtedly give rise to new,

sale, which could potentially drive the market up.

creative entrepreneurs seeking funding for their projects.
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Management participation

covenants, extending repayment terms, perhaps adding pe-

In general, a private equity fund will only acquire a stake

nalty interest payments or waiver fees and, in the meantime,

in a company if management also holds shares. By

pretending that everything would be fine again in the future.

structuring the investment in this way, management has
an incentive to create added value. In most cases, the

But not anymore. “In 2008, banks might have had hopes

private equity fund and management create a company

for a speedy economic recovery that would solve most of

to hold the target company. In practice, several classes

their clients’ problems. By now, everyone is ready to face

of shares are created, with management mostly holding

reality: economic growth in Europe will at best be very

shares that are entitled to share in the profits but with no

slow for the next few years,” says one restructuring expert.

real decision-making power.

Coupled with the fact that many companies’ buffers have
eroded over the last four years and that banks’ financial

In more than 85% of the cases, survey respondents indi-

restructuring and recovery departments have added a

cated that the level of management participation required

lot of manpower and experience, it seems inevitable that

in 2013 is at most 25%. Managers participating in

the number of restructurings will increase significantly,

sponsored deals are locked-up for a period of up to three

according to several respondents.

years. When management is tied to the company, the
financing parties tend to feel more secure for two reasons:

“Companies that have already had a covenant reset and now

firstly, when managers have a stake in the project, they

need to negotiate another round of refinancing stand little

bear some of the financial risk in the event of mismanage-

chance of success, if only because their banker can’t sell

ment or adverse market conditions and, secondly, since

that internally.” Instead, banks are expected to more often

they are locked-up for a certain period of time, the mana-

demand firm measures and persuade or force companies

gers are unable to leave the company. Below we investi-

to divest and strengthen their capital structure. But it need

gate what these findings mean for the availability of leve-

not always be that drastic. In less critical cases, some

raged finance on the Belgian market and how the buy-out

prodding from the bank might, for example, convince the

activity of private equity firms will be affected.

company’s management to finally give up its resistance to a
merger proposal. “Banks’ financial restructuring and recovery

Average debt and equity levels

departments could well prove to be the most important

We have already mentioned the importance of distressed

source of deal flow this year,” speculates one M&A advisor.

M&A. However, it is also important to bear in mind the

Several respondents stress, however, that not everything

role of banks and how they deal with corporate debt and

coming out of the banks’ sickbays will be ‘damaged goods’.

equity levels.

“You will see assets of all sizes and quality come on the
market. Many might have a perfectly solid business model

The attitude of banks in dealing with companies whose

but the wrong capital structure to support it. For example,

performance is declining due to the recent financial, eco-

non-core parts or parts that have strong growth prospects

nomic and monetary crises is changing. At the onset of

but require too much capital to realise those.”

the financial crisis in 2008, the banks themselves were
the hardest hit. Companies responded by cutting costs,

Under these changed circumstances, it is interesting to

saving cash and strengthening their balance sheets. For

take a closer look at equity, senior debt and mezzanine

companies that did get into difficulty, banks were rarely

(subordinated) debt levels. The figures demonstrate a

willing to demand severe restructuring measures (and

substantial increase in equity. An equity level of less than

incur further losses themselves in doing so). Rather, they

30% is accepted in only 25% of all cases. In addition, levels

often opted for the ‘amend & pretend’ tactic: resetting loan

of (mostly secured) senior debt have increased. In over
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Expected debt and equity levels
(expressed as a percentage of total financing)
over the next twelve months
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Don't know
Other
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Mezzanine (subordinated) debt remains, for the most

Multiples:
We pay good money for quality

part, under 20%. These figures show that investors are

Paying good money for quality. With both equity

willing to provide (secured unsubordinated) loans, but

contributions and leverage ratios in European leveraged

only if sufficient equity is injected into the project. This is

buy-outs (LBOs) relatively stable over the past four years, it

contrary to the situation before the 2008-2009 financial

follows that the valuation of companies has held up as well,

crisis, when equity contributions were much lower and

as can be seen from Figure 11. This valuation (expressed

debt was by far more important.

as a multiple, i.e. purchase price/EBITDA) has varied only

70% of the cases, the senior debt level exceeds 30%.

slightly, at a multiple of around 8.5 (left column), despite a
Parties also attach more importance to the total amount

dramatic drop since 2008 in the number of LBOs included

of debt when computing leverage ratios. For 65% of

in the data set (right axis). These high multiples support the

respondents, the company’s total debt (i.e. not only

conclusion that those buy-outs which close successfully

senior debt) is the most important variable in calculating

usually involve well-performing companies or high-quality

this ratio.

assets.

Figure 10: What leverage ratio do you expect over the next twelve months?

2% 12%

30%

Senior debt/EBITDA
Total debt/EBITDA
Other
Don't know

56%

Figure 11: Development of European purchase price multiples
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Figure 12: What is the most likely structure for a bank loan to be made available?

4%
14%
21%

Club deal with Belgian bank only
Club deal with Belgian banks and/or
other European banks

61%

One bank
Syndicates of banks

Fund the gap!

Bond issues in Belgium

While private equity firms on the Belgian market tend to

As traditional lenders and sources of financing (such as

self-finance their acquisitions through loans or equity,

banks) are constrained by amongst others Basel III and

club deals, whereby various firms pool their financial

the need to reduce their exposure, bond issuances are

means, are becoming more common in practice. This

growing. On the one hand, by issuing bonds, corporates

global trend was confirmed by respondents. Only 14%

wish to take advantage of lower interest rates to refund

expect bank financing to be provided by a single bank;

more expensive debt and diversify their financing. On the

the remainder expect a club deal. Most think that only

other hand, private and institutional investors are seeking

Belgian banks will be involved. This confirms the trend

more rewarding investments. On the Belgian bond market,

in the Netherlands, where the means to finance a

three segments can be distinguished, (i) the institutional

transaction are usually also sought within the country’s

bond market, (ii) the retail bond market, and (iii) the private

borders. Only 21% of respondents expect club deals

placement market (i.e. high net worth individuals), with

between Belgian banks and other European banks.

strong demand by the retail market (especially private

Based on our experience, national borders still constitute

banking clients) for corporate bonds. The bond market is

a legal or psychological obstacle to cross-border activity.

also open to unlisted companies. Large Belgian unlisted
companies like Etex, Omega Pharma and Vandemoortele
have recently issued bonds. Low yields provide relatively
cheap money to investors but are still favourable enough
to cover the risks. Corporate bond issues are in general
covenant-light transactions, with the exception of
sub-investment-grade issuers or issuers with specific
characteristics.
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Transaction
trends
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2
Transaction trends
We all remember the times before the 2008 crisis.

In this polarized market, selling a company that neither

Increasing debt ratios and the widespread availability of

‘ticks all the boxes’ nor qualifies as ‘distressed’ involves

cheap credit helped to inflate the value of companies.

“phenomenally high execution risks,” in the words of

With such high valuations, investors were tempted to

one M&A advisor. For companies between these two

cash in, the average time to close a transaction dropped

extremes, sales have become a protracted hurdle race in

dramatically, and investment holding periods were

which new and unexpected obstacles may pop up at any

reduced to an average of two years.

time, in some cases even within sight of the finish line.
“I was involved in a recent transaction where the share

Those days are long gone. The market has become

purchase agreement had already been signed, but where

much more cautious, and market players are more

the deal failed to close”. Many deals fail at a very late

reluctant to take fast decisions.

stage as buyers try until the bitter end to negotiate the
price down, while sellers have a minimum price in mind

Since 2008, it has become exceedingly difficult to bring

which can be higher than what the private equity partner

the sale of a company, or parts of a company, to a

is prepared to pay. Some private equity players enter

successful close, in a straightforward sales process.

into negotiations hoping that, in the end, the sellers will

“For an asset that ticks all the boxes, buyers will tumble

cave in. Only when there is a need to sell does the seller

over each other and you can still set up a competitive

capitulate at the end of the process, which is usually only

auction,” says one M&A advisor. “But everything has to

the case when the company is in financial difficulty. This

be just right: recent performance, cash flows, market

way of proceeding entails a risk of pre-contractual liability

position, growth prospects, management, you name it.”

for the buyer. In some cases, litigation has even arose.

At the other end of the spectrum, ‘fire sales’ of distressed
assets also tend – out of necessity – to be completed

In this chapter, we further describe how these execution

relatively easily if liability risks and the price are low.

risks affect the way in which M&A transactions are
prepared, executed, negotiated and documented.
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A clear shift in the preferred sales
processes

Increased importance of due diligence:
Less room for error

The difficulty in completing almost any sale these days

Since the start of the on-going financial crisis in mid-

is that the preference of sponsors has clearly shifted

2008, we’ve noticed that our clients tend to approach

away from the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach of a controlled

due diligence differently.

auction to the ‘tailor-made’ approach of a one-on-one
sale. This is only partly due to the absence, in many

In our due diligence practice, the work more often

cases, of a sufficient number of eager buyers to line up in

takes place in stages. As a result of the financial crisis,

an auction; it is also a result of the aforementioned high

sponsors are more sensitive to prices and efficiencies. A

execution risks. “If you start an auction and it then fails,

due diligence report is only ordered if it is certain that the

the company involved will be contaminated. Nobody will

deal will go through. We can distinguish three phases:

want to touch it any longer, and you will typically have

firstly, a high-level due diligence review with a well-defined

to wait two to three years before you can make another

scope; secondly, a high-level due diligence with a broader

attempt to sell it,” says one M&A advisor. The prudent

defined scope; and, finally, a detailed due diligence review

way to sell a company these days is to stay below the

covering a limited number of issues. Clients no longer

radar and first gauge the situation based on the reactions

request exhaustive reports. However, the factual part of

of a small and carefully selected number of potential

the due diligence report remains important, as the private

buyers: “Whisper around, have a cup of coffee here and

equity partner must provide the report to the bank in

there, send up a trial balloon. You might still fail, but at

order to obtain financing.

least your company won’t have been on the market and
its reputation will be undamaged.”

The due diligence process is organised differently if the
potential buyer is a corporate player. Most corporates

In addition, buyers tend not to like the auction process

tend to assume a substantial part of the due diligence

due to the costs involved and the more uncertain

process. Of course, business due diligence tends to

outcome. Sponsors prefer exclusivity as soon as

be performed internally, but a substantial part of the

possible. Indeed, while preliminary talks may be

financial, labour and IP/IT due diligence is also handled

conducted with a select group of potential buyers, once

by the potential buyer. External advisors work closely

a letter of intent is signed, sponsors expect exclusivity

with the client’s internal teams. The due diligence report

for two to three months. The cost of due diligence with

is useful not only for spotting potential liabilities but also

external advisors is, in most cases, only incurred if there

for integration purposes. Before signing and certainly

is exclusivity.

between signing and closing, the external advisors hold
lengthy discussions with the potential buyer’s various
internal teams in order to organise integration as soon as
closing occurs. In practice, this often results in a legalcommercial mismatch between signing and closing, as
the potential buyer and seller start acting as if the sale
had already taken place. Further, from a psychological
point of view, it is very difficult not to proceed with closing
if an unexpected event occurs (e.g. a condition precedent
is not fulfilled or a material adverse change arises).
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Figure 13: Do you expect lenders to perform their own due diligence,
or are they generally willing to rely on the sponsor's reports?

4%
Combination of own due diligence and reliance
on sponsor's reports

30%

Own due diligence

47%

Reliance on sponsor's reports

19%

Don't know

As an increasing number of parties (legal and economic

extensive due diligence report. In addition, due to lan-

advisors, analysts, etc.) are involved in the due diligence

guage issues, a more descriptive due diligence report is

process, more importance is attached to confidentiality.

used by management post-acquisition (e.g. to determine

In most transactions, the parties are asked to sign a

when contracts must be renewed or the terms and

detailed non-disclosure or confidentiality agreement.

conditions for terminating an agreement).

Although such an agreement is standard, its practical
use is limited as it is very difficult to prove a breach of

The quality and level of the due diligence report are

confidentiality, which is one of the main reasons why it is

also important for the institution requested to provide

important to limit the length of the negotiations process

financing. Some financial institutions request a certain

and the period between signing and closing insofar as

type of advisor, in order to guarantee the quality of the

possible. The longer the timeframe, the more information

report.

will be shared and the greater the risk of this information
(intentionally or unintentionally) being used in future

Under current market conditions, while lenders

transactions if the deal doesn’t go through. This is a risk

usually perform their own due diligence, sometimes in

not only for the seller but also for the potential corporate

combination with the sponsor (66%), one third still rely

buyer, which will often share business insights with the

solely on the sponsor’s reports.

seller, and the private equity player, which in turn shares
with the seller information about its other investments in

In our 2012 Dutch survey, 47% of respondents thought

the sector.

due diligence would be increasingly important. In this
year’s Belgian survey, respondents were more cautious

The greater the number of international parties involved

and risk averse, with a substantial majority of respondents

and the larger the company, the more detail will be

(77%) indicating that due diligence will become more

required in the due diligence process (ranging from a

important. These results are not confirmed in our practice,

high-level due diligence report indicating certain red

as we see that, for cost-efficiency reasons, there is a clear

flags to a detailed study of all documents provided in the

trend towards due diligence with a well-defined scope

data room, increasingly organised in electronic form to

and broader representations and warranties by private

allow efficient access to parties around the globe). It is

equity buyers. In our experience, private equity buyers

also important to take into account cultural difference.

tend initially to require only a high-level due diligence

For instance, Japanese and Chinese buyers tend to be

review and only carry out a more extensive investigation

more risk averse than US buyers and to request a more

once they have obtained exclusivity in negotiations.
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Do you expect vendor due diligence
(financial, legal, tax, commercial
and technical) to play an important role
in sales processes?
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sales process. This answer would most likely be different

Figure 14: Do you expect due diligence to become
increasingly important?

for corporate buyers, for whom commercial and business
due diligence is essential.

77%
yes

Auction sales with several bidders are becoming rarer.

19%%
27
no

When shareholders wish to sell their stakes, they
increasingly turn to one-to-one sales. At first glance, this
trend would appear to result in a drop in due diligence

?

activity (as the seller does not wish to bear the entire

4%
don’t know

cost of due diligence), but we’ve noticed, on both the
Dutch and Belgian markets, that vendor due diligence
is still requested by prospective buyers, even if they

Corporate buyers, on the other hand, request less

are negotiating with only one counterparty (or a small

extensive representations and warranties as they have

group of buyers). Most often, a market survey is first

a better understanding of the target’s business and can

performed in order to determine the most interesting

thus better weigh the risks.

potential buyers. After this preparatory phase, one or two
parties are selected for in-depth talks and negotiations.

In sales processes, vendor due diligence will continue

One reason given during our interviews for this manner

to play an important role, according to our respondents.

of proceeding is that, in this way, the seller is better able

We see this more and more in our practice, the reason

to assess the possibilities of obtaining financing for the

being that such due diligence both enables the vendor to

transaction

control the due diligence process and is less burdensome
for management. Another advantage is that issues arising

Bridging the valuation gap

in the framework of the process can be resolved as soon

As long as economic uncertainty remains high and

as possible. Targets are often familiar with the business

growth prospects low, buyers will continue to find it

risks but are less aware (or even unaware) of the financial

difficult to agree with sellers on the ‘right’ valuation

or legal risks. Vendor due diligence helps them identify

of a company, and hence to arrange financing for an

these risks. In addition, such due diligence is beneficial

acquisition. Below is the assessment of our respondents

for the seller’s advisors since, if the advisors are new to

on how valuation and/or funding gaps might be bridged.

the target, they must rely on the target’s management
team to inform them of the potential risks and liabilities.

Vendor loans, earn-outs, mezzanine debt and a retained

However, since management is not always aware of

minority stake by the seller(s) are the methods most

these risks, it is more difficult for the advisors to negotiate

frequently cited by respondents to bridge funding or

appropriate representations and warranties.

valuation gaps in private equity transactions. With the
exception of mezzanine debt, these methods are buyer-

This is particularly true with respect to financial issues

friendly, as the vendor still bears the risks inherent in

(75% of respondents expect such issues to play an

the future performance of the company. However, the

important role) and, to a somewhat lesser degree, legal

seller will only agree to such a solution if it remains (at

(72%) and tax (68%) issues. While commercial due

least in part) in control of management. In this regard,

diligence is becoming more important in the Netherlands,

two scenarios can be distinguished. In the first one, a

only 16% of Belgian respondents indicated that

shareholder wishes to sell out and retire due to lack of a

commercial due diligence plays an important role in the

successor. In that case, the shareholder will probably be
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Figure 15: How do you expect acquisitions with a Belgian target company to be documented?
(multiple answers allowed)
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(i.e. the law of the target's jurisdiction)
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purchaser's jurisdiction)
Don't know

prepared to stay on for a few more years in order to help

The post-closing price adjustment was given a relatively

select and train the new CEO or management team. A

low score. A substantial percentage of transactions

second scenario is a shareholder who wishes to expand

provide for such adjustments. At closing, a balance sheet

or is facing financial difficulties and needs additional

is drawn up and, if it derogates from the balance sheet

financing and expertise. In this case, the shareholder

attached to the share purchase agreement, a portion of

does not wish to step down and will probably allow a

the purchase price must be refunded (or will not be paid).

management team to be built, but will remain the target’s

This is a short-term solution to bridge a valuation gap

CEO. To attract an experienced management team, a

as it does not permit any changes to the purchase price

stake in the acquisition vehicle will often be offered.

after closing. For longer-term valuation gaps, an earn-out
will be used.

If the seller wishes to immediately exit the company in

Negotiations and documentation:
Acquisition

full, a vendor loan can be acceptable but an earn-out
will be less interesting as the seller will no longer be in
a position to influence turnover and management. It
should be noted that private equity players will seldom

Even if Belgium enjoys a reputation of being one of the

enter into a transaction that provides for a full exit by top

world’s most open economies, most transactions with a

management. They will only agree to do so if they have

Belgian target have been (and are expected to continue

another company in their portfolio that can take over the

to be) documented under Belgian law. According to

reins immediately.

20% of respondents, the United Kingdom or ‘another
jurisdiction’ would be chosen (mostly the jurisdiction of

In recent years, put and call options have seldom been

the seller or purchaser). These results are confirmed by

used to bridge valuation gaps. At the end of the ’90s, this

our own practice over the past few years.

technique was more common. Often, the buyer had a call
option for the seller’s shares (which remained in the target

When it comes to negotiating acquisition documents,

or acquisition vehicle), to be transferred free of charge

respondents noted a clear difference between private

if, in a number of years, certain targets were not met.

equity and corporate buyers in terms of their ability to

Occasionally, the buyer was given a put option and could

execute transactions.

sell back its shares at their acquisition value to the seller
if certain conditions were not fulfilled. Put and call options

Market players often describe the situation as follows:

have traditionally been used by wealthy individuals to set

private equity firms are highly effective transaction

up their own investment vehicle.

machines while corporate buyers are totally unpredictable
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black boxes. This description could appear surprising, at

and unusual fluctuations in the target company’s working

first sight, given the objectives of private equity buyers,

capital. On the other hand, many strategic buyers,

which want to be sure that the target will generate a

certainly those from the US, simply can’t handle locked-

steady stream of income or dividends in order to pay

box processes, which they consider too risky. One M&A

off the acquisition debt. Certain studies argue that, in

advisor confirmed that: “[e]very auction we set out with

practice, private equity buyers are often better able to

a locked-box mechanism, but many times we quickly

take risks, are more flexible and take decisions more

end up using closing accounts instead.” In our practice,

quickly, whereas corporate buyers are hampered by their

we have noticed that the locked-box has become

own internal rules and bureaucracies. However, many

increasingly important over the last two years, as it is less

companies take the opposite point of view: they feel

administratively burdensome than the price adjustment

that the decision-making process by private equity firms

mechanism.

takes more time, as such firms often lack in-depth sector
knowledge, while corporate buyers are familiar with the

In the heyday of private equity, there would often be

target’s business and market position. Once there is a

a laundry list of ‘logistical’ conditions precedent to be

meeting of the minds between the target’s management

fulfilled before a deal could be closed, due to intense

and the corporate buyer, they very often start acting as if

competition in transaction processes aimed at quick

the transaction were closed. Indeed, the timetable for the

signings. Nowadays, there is much less of that on

transaction is often shorter in corporate than in private

the M&A side. Indeed, due to the high execution risks

equity transactions.

mentioned earlier, both sellers and buyers consciously try
to limit the chances of a deal failing after signing. There

Representations and warranties are by far the greatest

is a tendency to limit logistical conditions to the minimum

concern when negotiating acquisition documents. This is

‘must-have’ regulatory clearances and a focus, on the

logical since the theory of hidden defects in the Belgian

buyer’s side, on getting the M&A deal terms in sync with

Civil Code does not meet the needs of a share buyer.

the financing terms insofar as possible. Increasingly,

As advisors, lawyers often spend substantial amounts

logistical conditions become post-closing conditions and

of time negotiating the representations and warranties

can no longer prevent a transaction from going through.

for a share purchase agreement. These provisions are

As negotiations are much longer, the parties assume that

intensively studied and interpreted; each dotting of an ‘i’

these conditions will be met post-closing and, if not, they

and inclusion of a comma causes a tsunami of reactions

will have an influence on the earn-out.

from the party that wishes to impose its standard
representations and warranties.

The high score given to material adverse effect clauses is
not surprising. In 2009-2011 in particular, such clauses

Other popular focus areas include purchase price

referred to a new financial crisis or further deterioration

adjustment mechanisms and the negotiation of detailed

of the economy if the timeframe between signing and

conditions precedent, such as no material adverse effect

closing was relatively long. The loss of an important

clauses and clauses relating to the financing or certainty

contract or client was also frequently mentioned in such

of funds.

clauses.

However, the survey respondents expressed different

The clause pertaining to the financing of the transaction is

preferences as to which purchase price mechanism to

essential to private equity buyers but often quite difficult

use. For private equity buyers, the locked-box is very

for the seller to accept. Corporate buyers often do not

often the preferred mechanism, unless there are large

need such a condition precedent, which can make them
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Figure 16:

Seller-friendly features expected in deal structures/acquisition documentation
(multiple answers allowed)
Deal protection
Certain funds
(in non-public deals)
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more attractive to sellers. Private equity buyers, on the

extensive representations and warranties are given by

other hand, almost always need leverage (exceptions can

shareholders involved in management. Sometimes, a

be made for individual investment vehicles), meaning their

private equity seller asks management to sign off on the

relationship with financial institutions is essential.

representations and warranties. That way, if the buyer
subsequently makes a claim under the representations

The most seller-friendly features of a deal structure and/or

and warranties, the seller can in turn bring a claim against

acquisition documentation are full disclosure of the data

management.

room against the representations and warranties (‘data
mechanism). In the first situation, the parties spend more

Warranty protection - warranty and
indemnity insurance

time negotiating detailed representations and warranties

One surprising finding of the survey is that 37% of

but, on the other hand, the data room is treated as

respondents predict more buyer-friendly acquisition

equivalent to full disclosure of the same (which previously

documentation, although respondents noted that there

was ‘not done’). From an ethical point of view, it is indeed

would always be funds available for high-quality assets

difficult to argue, when negotiating representations and

and full disclosure against representations and warranties

warranties, that one is unfamiliar with the content of

still ranks high. The reason for this could be that potential

documents that have been reviewed. The principle of

sellers who have been delaying the inevitable since the

good faith in negotiations also comes into play here.

start of the financial crisis will ultimately have to sell and

room dump’) and the locked-box (as a purchase price

will then be prepared to accept more buyer-friendly
In our Dutch survey, the data room dump was cited as

acquisition documentation.

the third most expected feature.
In our practice, we see an increasing interest in warranty
It is surprising that limited representations and warranties

and indemnity insurance, although we have yet to use

score so high. In our experience, representations and

such insurance in a Belgian transaction. This interest is

warranties are in fact becoming broader. At times, a

confirmed by 26% of respondents, although a substantial

distinction can be made between sellers, and more

percentage (39%) had no opinion on this matter.
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Figure 17: What type of trends do you foresee with regard to warranty protection in acquisition documents?

19%

More buyer-friendly
More seller-friendly

37%
28

No change

%

Don’t know

16

%

Figure 18: Do you expect warranty and indemnity insurance to become more accepted?

Yes

26%

39

%

No
Don't know

35%
Figure 19: Do you expect the provision of a general tax indennity by the seller(s)
up until the effective date/transfer date to become standard practice in Belgium?

Yes
No

39

40

%

%

Don't know

21%
A warranty and indemnity insurance policy covers

in management buy-outs against claims, to protect the

losses incurred as a result of a breach of the warranties

buyer when it is uncertain as to whether the seller will be

or claims under the covenants in M&A transactions.

able to perform its obligations should certain events take

The purpose of such insurance is twofold: on the one

place, and to protect the other companies in a group

hand, it allows the seller to access the sales proceeds

which sells part of its non-core business.

immediately and manage its risk profile and, on the other

The negotiation of tax indemnities is time consuming in

hand, the buyer is not disadvantaged and has the ability

practice, especially when the company (or the group)

to recover from a financially viable insurer.

has used in the past certain tax planning techniques
which are now being challenged by the tax authorities.

As negotiating representations and warranties is one of

Therefore, rather than providing the usual tax certificates,

the most sensitive aspects of a transaction, warranty and

in which the seller states in general terms that the

indemnity insurance is used for risk allocation purposes.

company has no outstanding tax liability and has paid all

In practice, it is used to protect key personnel involved

taxes and levies due, it is possible to provide a general
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Figure 20: What type of purchase price mechanism do you expect to be the most prevalent?

5%

Locked-box

26

%

23%

Post-closing purchase price adjustment
mechanism (e.g. net debt and working capital)
Purchase price composed of relatively low
fixed price and substantive earn out
Don't know

46%
Total: 57
tax indemnity, covering all risks until the effective date

depends on the value of the transaction: 14% for the first

or transfer date. Even though such an indemnity forms

category (transactions with a value of up to e 10 million),

part of the share purchase agreement, discussions

20% for the second category (transactions with a value

between the parties could still arise regarding changed

between e 10 million and e 100 million), and 40% for

interpretations of the tax law or changes in the case law.

the third category (transactions with a value above e 100

In most cases, the share purchase agreement states that

million). The average percentage is 25%. This is in line

such changes cannot be used against the seller.

with the results of our survey (see Figure 21).

Finally, with respect to purchase price adjustments, a
clear preference is expressed for post-closing adjustment

In addition, the buyer cannot claim compensation if its

mechanisms. This is in line with the general trend on

claim does not exceed a certain threshold. In most cases,

the international markets and with our share purchase

there is both an individual threshold and a bucket (or

agreement drafting practice, although the locked-box is

cumulative threshold). To calculate the latter, all individual

also becoming more important. As mentioned above, at

claims are added together. Depending on the provisions

the start of negotiations, a locked-box is often suggested,

of the share purchase agreement, only claims that exceed

while during negotiations, the parties tend to revert to

the individual threshold will be taken into account (to the

more traditional post-closing purchase price adjustments.

extent they exceed the threshold or in full) or all claims will
be added to determine the bucket.

Liability for claims under acquisition
documents

At times, the valuation gap between the parties is used

During negotiations, a cap is set for total claims under

as a buffer or cushion. Indeed, sellers are prepared to

the representations and warranties. According to a

accept a lower price if the difference between the asking

study of M&A activity in Belgium (in which NautaDutilh

price and the bid can be used as a buffer. Only when the

participated), published on 15 May 2013, the cap

buffer is used can the claims be added to determine the

(expressed as a percentage of the purchase price)

de minimis threshold.

14

Figure 21: Where do you expect the level of liability for claims to be set under acquisition documentation?
De minimis (as a % of purchase price)

Cap (as a % of purchase price)

3

%

7

%

9%

100%
50 - 100%

53%

28

%

0 - 0.5%
0.5 - 5%
5 - 10%

30 - 50%

>10%

10 - 30%

61

%

0 - 10%

14

%
5
18%
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B. Bellen and F. Wijckmans, “De nieuwe Belgische M&A index”, TRV 2013, 211-232.
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3
Regulatory, legal and tax trends
A. The Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Directive and the Venture
Capital Regulation

Amid the deluge of regulatory measures designed to

The private equity sector will soon become a regulated

EU) (AIFMD) will arguably have the greatest impact on the

industry. Previous attempts to self-regulate have proven

private equity sector.

rein in the financial sector in Europe, the Alternative
Investment Fund Managers Directive (Directive 2011/61/

to be ‘too little too late’ and, in the wake of the on-going
financial crisis, politicians have been quick to react to

Europe is not alone in taking steps to regulate the sector.

the public outcry for more regulation, supervision and

In the US, for example, investment fund managers have

transparency. In the meantime, pressure to change is

been required, since March 2012, to register with the

being exerted not only from outside the sector, driven

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), while non-

by political motives, but also from parties much closer

US funds that have US investors must comply with the

to industry. For example, limited partners are calling into

Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA). In the

question fee structures which have remained largely

meantime, the SEC is increasing its focus on unwanted

untouched for decades. The industry is ripe for a rethink:

practices in the private equity sector,15 including incentive

the prevailing private equity terms and conditions were

structures, a lack of transparency in the valuation

created in the US at a time when funds could generally

and operation of portfolio companies, and potential

raise at most $ 20 million in capital, whereas they now

conflicts of interest between management companies

raise billions. The consequences of these trends and

and investors. Not surprisingly, regulatory authorities in

pressures are still unfolding. On the regulatory front,

emerging markets such as India and China are now also

the past two years have brought greater, but as yet

starting to put the industry on their radar.

incomplete, clarity on some of the changes that are of
particular relevance to the private equity sector.

15

 ee for example the speech given in January 2013 by Bruce Karpati, Chief of the SEC
S
Enforcement Division’s Asset Management Unit (AMU) (Available at http://www.sec.gov/
news/speech/2013/spch012313bk.htm).
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Figure 22:

What potential effects of the AIFM Directive are you most concerned about?
(multiple answers allowed)
Cost of implementation
Fund raising activities

Impact on internal organisation
Decrease in the levelness
of the playing field across the EU)
Risk management
Capital requirements
Remuneration requirements
Valuation requirements
Disclosure and transparency
requirements
Leverage reporting
Reporting of acquisition of major
holdings in non-listed EU companies)
Anti-asset stripping provisions
Changes in fund structures
Don't know
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In Europe, venture capital also qualifies as an ‘alternative

The scale and pace of these regulatory developments

asset class’ and should thus in principle fall under AIFMD.

make it difficult, if not impossible, for individual fund

Often, venture capital is seen as a necessary catalyst to

managers, or even larger investment teams, to digest

drive the innovation, entrepreneurship, economic growth

and comply with them unassisted. Creating a compliance

and job-creating potential of SMEs, whose success is

culture therefore requires proactive leadership from senior

essential to overcoming the current crisis. Historically,

fund management. The setting up of risk-management

Europe has had a less mature venture capital market than

and compliance functions now needs to be a top priority

the US and a certain sense of urgency to change this

for private equity firms. Time will have to be spent raising

seems to have reached European shores. For example,

awareness both within the fund itself and at the portfolio

in February the London Stock Exchange published a

company level. Only by doing so will fund managers be

proposal for a new ‘high growth segment’ targeting

able to properly address the regulatory requirements and

innovative European businesses for listing and aiming to

be prepared for surprise inspections by regulators.

discourage them from looking only to NASDAQ. At the
regulatory level, politicians are trying to make more room
for this investment segment. Certain venture capital funds

What do you know about AIFMD
and the VCR?

will be fully exempt from the AIFMD rules, unless they opt
Even though the deadlines for implementing AIFMD and

in voluntarily.

complying with its requirements are fast approaching,
In recognition of the importance of a healthy venture

sector professionals seem to spend little time assessing

capital industry, the European Commission proposed the

its likely impact. In fact, 72% of respondents have “poor,

Venture Capital Regulation (Regulation 345/2013/EU)

very poor or no knowledge” of AIFMD, even though it is

(VCR), which was approved by the European Parliament

considered an important development for market players.

and the Council, published in the Official Journal of 25

This lack of familiarity with the rules is also reflected in

April 2013, and will enter into force on 22 July 2013.

their answer to the question about which of the potential

Unlike AIFMD, the VCR will have direct effect at the

effects of AIFMD they are most concerned: “I don’t

national level without the need for implementing measures. know” was often answered. The cost of implementing
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How would you describe
your knowledge of
the ‘AIFM Directive’?

3%
10% 7%
Very good

Don’t know

Good

18

%

32

%

Moderate

Very poor

30%
Poor
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Figure 23: Are you interested in the opportunity
to create a European Venture Capital Fund?

In both Belgium and the Netherlands, respondents
reacted in the same way: “AIFMD is just a compliance
issue,” said one private equity manager. “It’s annoying;
we will probably have to report a bit more, but I have

25%
yes

no idea yet about what. The compliance team will have

47%%
27
no

detailed models for dealing with it, but I don’t,” he
continued.

?

28%
don’t know

Even though the implementation deadline of 22 July
2013 is fast approaching, as of the writing of this
report, no public documents are available regarding
the implementation of AIFMD in Belgium. Consultation

the new rules and their impact on internal organisation,

rounds with market players, in particular the BVA and the

capital requirements, and disclosure and transparency

Belgian Asset Managers Association, are currently taking

requirements could all be cause for concern.

place. Officials acknowledge that Belgium will not be able
to adopt the implementing legislation by 22 July 2013.

The same results were true with respect to the VCR.
Respondents seem to have little interest in the new

A recent survey by KPMG16 found that nearly half of

rules. Indeed, only 25% expressed an interest in creating

alternative investment fund managers surveyed “have

a European venture capital fund, while 55% indicated

not yet taken any concrete steps to analyse the specific

that they did not know how the possibility to create a

impact AIFMD will have on their business or to make

European venture capital fund would impact fundraising

any changes in their operations”. The reality, however,

activities in the European Union (only four respondents

is that any further delay in preparing for AIFMD may

thought it would have a high impact)

cause serious hiccups, the most immediate being an
inability, as from mid-July, to raise new funds until the

Figure 24: What impact will the opportunity to create
a European Venture Capital Fund have
on fundraising in the EU?

requisite licence has been obtained. However, it is
important not to panic since, pursuant to the transitional
rules, fund managers currently active in Belgium under
the private placement regime will have one year from

7%

the implementation of AIFMD to submit their licence

19

%

55%
5%

application.

14%

Ugly though the history of its inception may be, AIFMD
does present certain advantages to fund managers. One
example is the EU-wide fundraising passport, which can
be obtained through a fairly simple notification procedure

High

in the EU member state where the licence has been

Moderate

granted. This will make it possible for a fund manager to

Limited

raise capital from professional investors throughout the EU

None or very limited

without being hindered by differing local rules. The most

Don't know

significant practical nuisance, on the other hand, is the
requirement for a depositary to be appointed to hold the

16

 PMG Financial Services, “Last Boarding Call - An Overview of the Alternative Industry’s
K
Preparedness for AIFMD”, December 2012.
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assets of investors. There is wide-spread doubt as to

transparency to regulators and employees regarding

whether this rule offers any benefits for the private equity

strategic plans for portfolio companies, where the

sector as its aim is to protect investors from fraud and

broader disclosure of such plans could render them

misappropriation, whereas private equity assets, which are

unfeasible from the start. AIFMD could thus adversely

illiquid by nature, are inherently far less vulnerable in this

affect the returns private equity firms are able to generate

regard.

from their investments and lead them to decline certain
transactions.

AIFMD will have a profound impact on the private equity
sector. As it applies only to funds that exceed a certain

In our opinion, any trend among private equity fund

size, it could obstruct entry into or further growth in the

managers to underestimate the importance of either

private equity market. In addition, as certain types of

AIFMD’s impact or the deadlines set for compliance with

funds, such as family-owned funds, sovereign wealth

it would be misguided. Again, it is important to bear

funds and, for the time being, non-EU funds, are exempt

in mind that AIFMD will have a profound effect on the

from AIFMD, the private equity playing field could become

structure of private equity funds, the way they conduct

a lot less level.

their business, and fund managers’ remuneration.

While certain parties have argued that AIFMD will not

AIFMD explained

have a major impact on private equity players, which

This section contains a brief recap of the AIFMD rules as

will be able to benefit from the holding company

well as some interesting points from what is known as

exemption, the European Commission in its Q&A (ID

the AIFMD Level 2 Regulation.

1146) clearly states that AIFMD also applies to such
entities. Private equity companies should not be deemed

(a) Brief recap of the AIFMD rules

holding companies, within the meaning of Article 4(1)

Licence requirement

(o). The wording ‘operating on its own account’ should

The manager of an alternative investment fund must

be interpreted in the context of the requirement that the

obtain a licence. In order to do so, the manager

shares of the holding company be admitted to trading

must provide the relevant supervisory authorities with

on an EU regulated market. This means that a holding

information on the following subjects, amongst others:

company must be a separate legal entity which carries
out the business of owning and holding equity shares of

•

other companies without the intent of disposing of such

•	the identities of any direct or indirect shareholders

the persons who will effectively manage the fund;

shares. A holding company conducts such business on

of the manager(s) holding at least 10% of the shares

its own behalf rather than on behalf of a third party. All

or voting rights in its capital or which are otherwise

transactions, apart from those related to the ownership of

in a position to exercise significant influence over

shares and assets, are done via subsidiaries, associated

management;

companies or shareholdings. The Commission mentions

•

a programme of activity;

by way of example that the holding company exemption

•

the remuneration policy;

in Article 2(3)(a) was intended to exclude from the scope

•	the arrangements (if any) for the delegation or sub-

of AIFMD large corporates such as Siemens and Shell.
The fact that a company is listed is not per se sufficient.

delegation of management activities to third parties;
•	the funds to be managed, including information
about the investment strategies;

AIFMD will also make itself felt on the level of individual

•

transactions. For example, it introduces temporary

•	information which the manager is required to provide

restrictions on asset stripping and requires greater

the depositary for the funds to be managed; and
to potential investors.
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The AIFMD and Venture Capital Funds Reg

19 December 2012

11 February 2013

ESMA Consultation Papers:
(l) Guidelines on key concepts
(ll) Draft regulatory technical
standards

ESMA Final Report
- Guidelines on
remuneration
policies

19 December 2012

March 2013

EC Delegated Regulation
(Level 2) adopted - subject to
3-month scrutiny period
Council & Parliament

EC Delegated
Regulation
(Level 2) enters
into force - upon
publication in
Official Journal

EC endorses
regulatory
technical
standards

22 July 2011
AIFMD entry
into force

2011

2013

2012

Before 22 July 2013
Publication of final
implementation
legistation and
decrees

December 2011

25 April 2013

Legislative proposal
Venture Capital
Funds Regulation
of EC into force

Publication Venture
Capital Funds
Regulation
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gulation

22 July 2013
European regime applicable for EU managers

2015

22 July 2013

2018

2014

AIFMD implementation
legislation should in
principle enter into force

22 July 2015
Election of European or national
regime for managers from third
countries (non-EU) (expected)

21 July 2014

22 July 2018

Deadline for managers
active on or before 21
July 2013 to submit licence
application to FSMA
(deadline likely to be
postponed for Belgium)

European regime applicable
to managers from third
countries (non-EU) (expected)

22 July 2013
Venture Capital
Funds Regulation
enters into force
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Notification of acquisitions and control

required to make certain information available to regulators.

AIFMD also contains specific rules for managers of

Finally, specific rules apply to managers and funds located

alternative investment funds that acquire major holdings

outside the EU.

in or control of another company. These rules do not

(b) Interesting points in the AIFMD
Level 2 Regulation

apply to the acquisition of control of the following:
•

an SME; or

•	a special purpose vehicle whose purpose is to

The AIFMD Level 2 Regulation provides more detail on

purchase, hold or administer real estate.

the rules set out in AIFMD with regard to the following
subjects, amongst others.

If the percentage of voting rights held by a fund in an
unlisted company reaches, exceeds or falls below a

Exemption based on fund size

threshold of 10%, 20%, 30%, 50% or 75%, the manager

AIFMD provides for a de minimis exemption. Unless it

must notify the supervisory authorities in its home

opts in voluntarily, a manager that directly or indirectly

member state of this fact.

manages a fund whose assets under management do
not exceed a total value of e 100 million will fall outside

Asset stripping

the scope of AIFMD. In the case of funds without

AIFMD also contains specific rules that apply when

leverage, the threshold for the exemption is e 500 million.

control of a (listed or unlisted) company is acquired.

Managers that are exempt from AIFMD based on the

These rules include restrictions on the sale of assets

size of their fund must still register in their home member

(so-called asset stripping). In short, the manager of an

state and provide certain information to that country’s

alternative investment fund that has acquired control

regulatory authorities. Many market participants expect

of a company may not, for a period of 24 months

sophisticated professional investors to require AIFMD

following the acquisition, facilitate, instruct or support

compliance, even by the managers of smaller funds,

any distribution, capital reduction, share redemption and/

effectively forcing them to opt in. Where a fund manager

or acquisition of own shares by the company or vote in

opts in, AIFMD will be applicable in its entirety.

favour of any such act. During that time, distributions are
only permitted to the extent the company’s net equity

Restrictions on the delegation of management

exceeds the issued capital plus non-distributable reserves

activity

(the ‘balance-sheet test’).

AIFMD imposes significant restrictions on the delegation
of management activities by the managers of alternative

Deadlines

investment funds. The manager must notify the relevant

AIFMD entered into force on 22 July 2011, and the EU

regulatory authority and provide a justification for the

member states have two years to transpose it into national

proposed delegation. If portfolio or risk management

law. Assuming timely implementation at the national level,

is delegated, AIFMD generally requires the delegate to

this means that the new regulatory regime will commence

be appropriately authorised under a relevant European

on 22 July 2013. Managers active before 22 July 2013

directive to perform asset management activities.

must apply for a licence within one year from that deadline
(i.e. no later than 21 July 2014). Managers of closed-end

Valuation

funds whose subscription period for investors closed prior

AIMFD contains provisions on the valuation of alternative

to AIFMD’s entry into force (i.e. 22 July 2011) and which

investment funds. The fund manager must put

will end before 22 July 2016 may continue to manage their

appropriate and consistent procedures in place for the

funds without a licence under AIFMD. They are, however,

proper and independent valuation of the assets of each
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Figure 25: Do you think the ESMA guidelines will
become a code of conduct?

ESMA guidelines and corporate social responsibility
criteria
AIFMD sets out a list of remuneration principles

21%
7%

for private equity funds. For example, a substantial
portion of any variable remuneration paid to the fund’s
manager(s) and employees must consist of shares or
units of the fund itself. In addition, the payment must
be spread out over an appropriate period of time. In

72%

February 2013, ESMA, the pan-European regulator,
published detailed remuneration guidelines. Some of
Yes
No
Don't know

the clarifications in the ESMA guidelines are helpful;
others, such as the definition of carried interest, are far
from clear. According to this definition, it is, for example,
necessary to repay invested capital plus a hurdle (a
minimum rate of return) to investors before variable

fund under its management. In technical advice issued by

remuneration can be paid. This rigid interpretation

ESMA on these provisions, a number of principles have

ignores the fact that, in many cases, there are other

been identified to guide managers through the valuation

carried interest structures in place which help to balance

process. Consequently, the valuation policies and

the various interests. As it has long been a practice in

procedures will be more demanding than before.

the private equity industry for private equity firms to align
their interests with those of other parties involved in the

Assets must be valued, and the net asset value

investments, it should not be too hard for such firms

calculated, per unit or share (or equivalent) of each fund

to maintain their current remuneration policies and still

and disclosed to investors at least annually. This valuation

comply with AIFMD. The real work will be synchronizing

must also be carried out on the occasion of each issue

these policies with the more detailed requirements set

or subscription, redemption or cancellation of units or

out in the ESMA guidelines.

shares. Open-end funds must carry out such valuations
at intervals appropriate to the assets held by the fund

Social impact and corporate social responsibility are

and the frequency with which they issue and redeem

becoming more important in day-to-day business. For

shares or units. As a result of AIFMD, it is possible that

example, NautaDutilh has entered into an exclusive

funds which used to perform valuation exercises once

cooperation agreement with the social impact investment

a year will now have to go through their portfolios more

fund SI², which invests in innovative socially conscious

frequently, e.g. each quarter.

enterprises in order to address the funding gap such
businesses face. 65% of respondents to our survey

Valuation may be performed by either an external

indicated that they apply such criteria when selecting an

advisor or the fund manager, provided there is functional

acquisition target. The aim of our partnership with SI²

independence between the valuation role and the

is to provide legal advice in the framework of potential

portfolio management role. For many funds, valuation

investments, thereby ensuring a maximum financial and

by the manager may not be an option. In this case,

social return for both SI² and the company.

significant additional costs will arise, especially for the
initial valuation.
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Figure 26: Do you apply social impact/corporate
social responsibility criteria when selecting
acquisition targets?

and the absence of tax consolidation were most often
cited, while Belgian ruling practice, the country’s extensive
tax treaty network, and the notional interest deduction
were mentioned by only a few respondents.

65%
yes
7

28%%
27
no

In Belgium, there is currently little certainty in tax circles.
However, no party has expressed an intention to modify

%

the general tax rates. Changes effective 1 January 2012

No, but I plan to
implement such criteria
in the near future

to the abovementioned dominant factors are discussed in
more detail below.
New restrictions on the deduction of interest

B. Relevant tax developments

For nearly 30 years, Belgium has been well known for

In addition to regulatory aspects, tax aspects are also

its attractive tax rules for group finance companies,

important as they directly affect the return on investment.

international headquarters and cash-pooling companies.

As the tax climate in Belgian has changed under the

In combination with other measures (such as a special

Di Rupo administration, we put two questions to the

tax status for expats), these rules have convinced many

respondents to our survey regarding, respectively, the

multinationals to move their headquarters (and associated

dominant factors in determining their investment strategy

highly-skilled workforce) to Belgium. Recently, however,

in Belgium and the factors which will be decisive in

the government amended the thin-cap rules.

changing their investment strategy in the future. The
Until 1 July 2012, Article 198(11) of the Income Tax

results were somewhat surprising.

Code provided that the thin-cap rules applied only in a
While the notional interest deduction, advance ruling

limited number of cases. In this regard, three cumulative

practice, and Belgium’s extensive network of tax treaties

conditions had to be met:

are actively marketed by the Belgian government,

• The (foreign) recipient of the interest should either not

officials on economic missions abroad and advisors in

be subject to tax in Belgium or be subject to (foreign)

discussions with prospective clients, respondents to our

tax treatment that is significantly more favourable than

survey were mainly interested in the rules pertaining to the

would be the case in Belgium (in order to determine

taxation of capital gains (e.g. exemptions for capital gains

whether this rule applies, reference should be made

on shares). Until recently, the exemption for capital gains

to the administrative circular on the dividends received

on shares was a cornerstone of the Belgian tax system.

deduction or the Belgian and foreign tax treatment

Indeed, it was considered the key factor in determining

should be compared);
• All types of interest are covered, except interest on

investment strategy in the past. However, the exemption
has recently formed the object of legislative modification,

publicly issued bonds or similar financial instruments;

with the introduction of a 0.412% tax on qualifying capital

and
• The deduction of interest is disallowed for Belgian

gains (see below).

corporate tax purposes as soon as the total qualifying
When asked about factors that would prompt a change

loans exceeds a 7-to-1 debt-equity ratio, i.e. seven

in future investment strategy, (once again) the rules on the

times the amount of taxable reserves at the start of the

taxation of capital gains, the general tax rate applicable in

tax period and the paid-up capital at the end of this

Belgium, the difficulties associated with debt push down

period.
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Dominant factors in determining
your investment strategy
in Belgium in the past
(multiple answers allowed)

General tax rates applicable in Belgium
Notional Interest Deduction
Dividends Received Deduction
Absence of fiscal unity (tax consolidation)
and the difficulties associated with debt push down
Rules pertaining to the deduction of interest
payments (e.g. thin-capitalization rules)
Rules pertaining to the taxation of capital gains
(e.g. large exemptions for capital gains on shares)
General anti-abuse provision
Tax on stock exchange transactions
Belgium's extensive tax treaty network
Belgian ruling practice
Other
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Dominant factors in changing
your investment strategy
in Belgium in the future
(multiple answers allowed)

General tax rates applicable in Belgium
Notional Interest Deduction
Dividends Received Deduction
Absence of fiscal unity (tax consolidation)
and the difficulties associated with debt push down
Rules pertaining to the deduction of interest
payments (e.g. thin-capitalization rules)
Rules pertaining to the taxation of capital gains
(e.g. large exemptions for capital gains on shares)
General anti-abuse provision
Tax on stock exchange transactions
Belgium's extensive tax treaty network
Belgian ruling practice
Other

0
0

5
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The Omnibus Act of 29 March 2012 introduced, effective

transactions) aimed at so-called tax abuse, defined as

1 July 2012, totally new treatment for qualifying non-

either (i) a transaction which the taxpayer intentionally

deductible interest payments. In brief, the most important

structures so that it falls outside the scope of a provision

changes are the following:

of the Income Tax Code, while this provision is specifically
designed to catch this type of transaction, or (ii) a

• The abovementioned 7-to-1 debt-equity ratio no longer
applies; rather, a 5-to-1 ratio has been introduced;

transaction which the taxpayer intends to fall within the
scope of an exemption, while the statutory provision

• A new definition of qualifying interest on debt: (i) all

in question is not designed to exempt this type of

intra-group loans are targeted (intra-group is defined in

transaction.

Article 11 of the Company Code) as well as (ii) all loans
where the beneficial owner of the interest is not subject

Once the tax authorities can demonstrate tax abuse,

to income tax in Belgium or is subject to (foreign) tax

the taxpayer has the possibility to demonstrate that the

treatment significantly more favourable than would be

transaction(s) is (are) based on (personal or business)

the case in Belgium;

reasons other than tax avoidance. If the taxpayer cannot

• Publicly issued bonds and similar financial instruments

demonstrate that the transaction is driven by other (non-

as well as loans extended by banks and financial

tax) reasons, the tax authorities may ignore the actual

institutions covered by Article 56(2)(2) of the Income

transaction and ley tax in accordance with the purposes

Tax Code do not fall within the scope of application

of the tax code, as if the abusive transaction had not

of the new rules. Moreover, loans to movable or

taken place.

immovable leasing companies or companies active in
the field of public-private partnerships do not qualify as

As mentioned above, the tax authorities can also

debt that generates disallowed interest payments.

apply the general anti-abuse provision to a series of
consecutive transactions, based on the so-called

As the entry into force of these new rules has had

‘step-by-step theory’, i.e. several separate acts can

adverse consequences for treasury and cash-pooling

be deemed to constitute a single transaction, which is

activity in Belgium, a number of measures have been

divided into various acts in an artificial manner, provided

taken to mitigate the undesired effects. The Omnibus Act

the tax authorities can prove the existence of a common

of 22 June 2012 introduced a ‘netting principle’, meaning

intent or purpose amongst the various acts.

that only the positive balance between intra-group
interest paid and received is taken into account. In order

It should be noted that this general anti-abuse provision

to qualify for this measure, the group company should

serves as an ultimum remedium for the tax administration,

enter into a framework agreement with its cash-pooling

meaning it can be used only after specific provisions aimed

or treasury centre.

at combatting abuse have been exhausted. Even though
the tax authorities have indicated that they will issue

Modification of the general anti-abuse provision

administrative guidance on interpretation of the new anti-

When structuring private equity transactions, parties often

abuse provision, no such guidelines have been issued yet,

use tax planning techniques in order to optimize their tax

for direct income tax purposes.

situation and minimise leakage. However, in 2012, the
general anti-abuse provision was modified.

Modifications to the NID rules
The notional interest deduction (NID) allows Belgian

Pursuant to the new anti-abuse provision, the tax

corporate taxpayers (and Belgian permanent

authorities may ignore a transaction (or a series of

establishments) to benefit from a tax deduction
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corresponding to a percentage of (fictitious) interest

The 0.412% tax does not apply to SMEs. In order to be

on their adjusted net equity. The adjusted net equity is

deemed an SME, a company must meet the conditions

subsequently multiplied by a fixed interest rate, based on

laid down in Article 15 of the Company Code, meaning

the average interest rate on ten-year Belgian government

it may not exceed any two of the following limits for two

bonds (OLOs) over the past year. The result of this

consecutive financial years (on a consolidated basis): (i)

equation constitutes the NID for the year.

net turnover of e 7,300,000 (excluding VAT), (ii) balance
sheet total of e 3,650,000, and (iii) 50 employees

The rate was initially capped at 6.5% but subsequently

(average annual workforce).

reduced for tax years 2011 and 2012. The Omnibus Act
of 28 December 2011 lowered the maximum interest rate

Capital gains on shares: Separate tax of 25.75%

to 3%, or 3.5% for SMEs.

Until 31 December 2011, capital gains realised by a
Belgian company on qualifying shares were exempt from

The current cap of 3% or 3.5% will remain unchanged.

corporate tax, without any required holding period. The

However, the NID will now be based on the OLOs rate for

Act of 29 March 2012 introduced a 25.75% capital gains

July, August and September 2012 only (rather than the

tax if the shares are sold before a holding period of one

entire preceding tax year). This will result in a reduction in

year expires. As a result, a Belgian private equity investor

the effective NID rate to 2.74%, or 3.24% for SMEs, for

acquiring shares should take care to respect this one-

tax year 2014.

year holding period.

During the April-May budget negotiations, the government Enhanced exchange of information and a common
expressed its intention to amend the legislation in order to

definition and blacklist of tax havens

disallow the NID on shareholdings (recorded as monetary

On 8 April 2013, prompted by the International

investments) which also qualify for the dividends received

Consortium of Investigative Journalists’ ‘Offshore

deduction.

Leaks’ report, European Commissioner Šemeta
issued a statement on the fight against tax evasion.

Capital gains on shares: Separate tax of 0.412%

In his statement, the commissioner advocates greater

Belgian resident companies are generally not taxed in

transparency and stronger tools to fight fraud, dis-

Belgium on capital gains realized upon the disposal of

courage tax evaders, and ensure a fair sharing of the tax

shares. As from tax year 2014, however, a separate

burden, in particular through a widely applied exchange of

0.412% tax on capital gains is introduced, which falls

information system. The member states have been asked

outside the scope of the regular corporate tax rules.

to adopt a common definition of tax haven and establish

This 0.412% tax is levied on capital gains which were

an EU-level blacklist of tax havens as soon as possible.

previously fully exempt.
The Commission’s first step to tackle tax evasion since
It has been made clear that it is not be possible to set off

it was authorised to do so by the Council in March 2012

capital gains against capital losses on shares. Moreover,

was the publication on 27 June 2012 of a memo (a list of

the tax cannot be credited against corporate tax liability

FAQs) and a communication on concrete ways of fighting

and is not deductible. Moreover, taxpayers are also not

tax fraud and tax evasion, including in relation to third

allowed to offset losses carried forward (or other tax

countries. The second step was the presentation of a

attributes such as the NID or the investment deduction)

communication entitled ‘An Action Plan to strengthen the

against the 0.412% tax.

fight against tax fraud and tax evasion’.
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The action plan provides for a series of new Commission

Two goals identified in the report are to propose more

initiatives, including (i) in the short term, the revision

effective anti-avoidance measures to be included

of anti-abuse provisions in EU legislation (such as the

in domestic law or international agreements and to

Parent-Subsidiary Directive) and the introduction of a

provide rules on the treatment of intra-group finance

European taxpayer’s code; (ii) in the medium term, the

transactions (for instance with respect to withholding

introduction of a computerised format for the automatic

taxes and restrictions on deductibility). It is not yet clear

exchange of information and a cross-border EU tax

whether, and if so which, actions will be taken at national

identification number; and (iii) in the long term, the

or supranational level based on the OECD’s findings.

development of a methodology for joint audits and the

However, it is clear from the report that governments

development of a single legal instrument for administrative

are addressing this issue and that swifter progress than

cooperation for all taxes.

expected could be made in the coming years.

On the same date, the Commission also issued two

Financial transactions tax

recommendations to the member states, namely a

Based on a proposal by the European Commission,

recommendation on measures intended to encourage

several member states (including Germany, France and

third countries to apply minimum standards of good

Belgium) may introduce a financial transactions tax (FTT)

governance in tax matters and a recommendation on

in 2014. The proposed tax is separate from the bank levy

aggressive tax planning.

introduced by some member states (including the UK and
the Netherlands). Pursuant to the current FTT proposal,

In recent years, the Commission has been actively

financial institutions would owe a tax on certain transac-

involved in the fight against tax fraud and tax eva-

tions in financial instruments. The proposed rate is at

sion, first in indirect tax matters and now in the field of

least 0.1% of the consideration paid or the market value

direct taxation. Other Commission initiatives include

(if higher) for non-derivative instruments such as shares

a communication on key elements contributing to the

and bonds. For derivatives, the applicable rate would be

establishment of the VAT anti-fraud strategy within the EU

at least 0.01% of the consideration or notional amount

(strengthening the system of harmonisation and increased

referred to in the derivative contract.

cooperation between the member states regarding VAT)
and a communication on the application of anti-abuse

The FTT remains controversial, and there is currently

measures in the area of direct taxation within the EU and

no consensus for the EU-wide application of this tax.

in relation to third countries (more targeted and better

In October 2012, the European Commission therefore

coordinated application of national anti-abuse measures

proposed using the enhanced cooperation mechanism

in light of the Court of Justice’s case law).

to enable the member states to opt to implement the tax
on a more individual basis. The Council authorised this

The OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Report

approach in January 2013, resulting in the adoption by the

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-

Commission of the current (revised) FTT proposal, which

ment (OECD), commissioned by the G20, undertook a

must be unanimously approved by those member states

study addressing base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS).

that wish to participate in the FTT (there are currently

The first BEPS report was released on 12 February 2012.

11 participating member states) and be reviewed by the

This report addresses the concern that governments are

European Parliament before entering into force.

losing revenue as profits are being shifted to low-tax
jurisdictions, and they currently lack the appropriate

In short, if the current proposal for enhanced cooperation

cross-border legal tools to counter this development.

is ultimately adopted, any financial institution (defined
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broadly in the proposal) will owe the FTT when:

the managers a share of the fund’s exit profits. Carried

• it is deemed to be established in a participating

interest is interest in excess of a defined rate of return

member state and carries out a financial transaction

on the starting value of the fund. If the fund does not

in its own name and on its own behalf, or on behalf of

perform well and is unable to obtain higher returns, the

a third party, regardless of where the counterparty is

manager will not receive carried interest. Until recently,

established;

it was generally accepted that carried interest can be

• regardless of where it is established in the world,

structured and taxed as a capital gain (exempt if the fund

it carries out a financial transaction with a financial

manager realises the capital gain in the normal course of

institution or counterparty established in a participating

business).

member state;
• regardless of where it is established in the world, it

In ruling decision 2011.535 of 28 February 2012, the

carries out a financial transaction with a counterparty

Belgian ruling service took the position that carried

that is not established in a participating member

interest paid to managers of a private equity company

state but which concerns instruments issued in a

should be treated as professional income and subject

participating member state (the ‘issuance principle’).

to tax at the normal personal income tax rate (50% plus
local taxes). In the case at hand, the managers wished

Where two financial institutions are involved in a

to receive an advance payment of carried interest,

transaction, they will both be liable for the tax. The

the amount thereof being determined based on the

introduction of the FTT could raise the cost of debt

company’s EBITDA.

financing, as it is expected that banks will try to pass on
the cost of the tax to lenders and other clients.

This decision was much commented on by tax advisors,
who found that the Belgian ruling service had been

In addition, as mentioned above, the FTT will also

influenced by poor structuring of the carried-interest

apply to all transactions in instruments (such as shares

payment.

or bonds) issued in a participating member state (the
‘issuance principle’). This means that instruments issued

The current political climate in Belgium is not altogether

in such states (e.g. German, French or Belgian securities)

favourable to perceived high-earners, in particular

could become less attractive to investors and that the

managers and executives of financial institutions and

FTT could encourage the relocation of activities outside

investment funds and others working in sectors that

of FTT zone.

are commonly blamed for the current economic and
financial crisis. As a result, a discussion about how their

While the proposal provides for the entry into force of the

remuneration (including carried interest) should be taxed

FTT on 1 January 2014, it appears that this deadline is

is on-going in Belgium, although no bills are currently

unlikely to be met. Indeed, the far-reaching scope of the

pending. In this respect, close attention is being paid

tax will undoubtedly raise opposition in the participating

to the relevant developments in the US and the UK,

member states, as well as in non-participating member

including bills in the US to treat carried interest as income

states whose financial institutions are also affected.

from services.

Taxation of carried interest
Carried interest is a technique to remunerate private
equity managers which has been used for many years
in Belgium. The purpose of carried interest is to grant
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Conclusion
The mood in 2013 is one of cautious optimism. Nearly half
of the respondents to our survey stated that Belgium is
still attractive to private equity and venture capital.
For the most part, deals with a value between e 10 million
and e 50 million are expected, with private equity and
venture capital firms, sponsors and corporates in the
buyer’s seat and family-owned businesses accounting
for more than 50% of targets. The key driver of deals will
be macroeconomic conditions (which by definition are
beyond the control of the parties), followed by investor
confidence and downsizing by financial institutions. An
important source of deal flow could be companies that
have ended up in banks’ recovery and restructuring
departments. As such companies are forced to sell their
assets, (specialised) private equity firms could play a

Conclusion

role. This has been confirmed by our Restructuring and
Insolvency Team.
The four sectors in which we are most likely to see private
equity activity in 2013 are healthcare, life sciences,
technology & IT, and energy & utilities. The automotive
and financial products and services sectors are expected
to generate the fewest deals due to heavy regulation and
political influences.
As most banks have tightened their lending policies, club
deals are becoming increasingly important. However, a
large majority of respondents stated that such deals will
involve Belgian banks only.
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4
M&A transactions generally involve high execution

Major changes to this already unpredictable environment

risks, and private equity deals are no exception.

will be brought about by the implementation of AIFMD

Only sales of high-quality assets and fire sales of

and by the VCR, which will transform the private equity

distressed companies can be settled relatively quickly.

sector into a regulated industry as from 22 July 2013.

For everything in between, a successful closing

The fact that there is still some uncertainty regarding

requires more extensive, detailed and time-consuming

the interpretation and/or practical implications of certain

preparations. Even though a majority of respondents

aspects of the directive and the regulation will pose a

(77%) think due diligence will become more important,

challenge in this respect. Furthermore, our research

our practice does not confirm this expectation. Indeed,

indicates that many parties in the private equity sector

we see that, for efficiency reasons, there is a clear trend

have simply postponed preparing for compliance with

towards limited due diligence, with a well-defined scope

AIFMD and indeed underestimate its impact. Both

and extensive representations and warranties. In sales

sector professionals and Belgian government officials

processes, vendor due diligence will continue to play

responsible for implementing and complying with the

an important role, as reflected in our practice. Such

rules seem to have spent little time assessing their likely

due diligence enables the vendor to maintain control of

impact. In fact, over 70% of participants expressed

the due diligence process and is less burdensome for

‘poor, very poor or no knowledge’ of the rules. Owing to

management.

this lack of familiarity, people are unaware of what to fear.
The cost of implementing the new rules and their impact

Representations and warranties are by far the greatest

on internal organisation, capital requirements, and

concern when negotiating acquisition documents.

disclosure and transparency requirements are causes for

However, other popular focus areas include purchase

concern.

price adjustment mechanisms and the negotiation of
detailed conditions precedent, such as no material

Our research indicates that certain regulated industries,

adverse effect clauses and clauses relating to the

such as healthcare and financial services, are in need

financing or certainty of funds. The data room dump

of additional capital and thus potentially offer great

and locked-box are by far the most expected seller-

opportunities for private equity investors.

friendly features of deal structures and/or acquisition

However, at present, there are huge obstacles to

documentation. On the one hand, parties tend to take

investment in these sectors, given their complexity

more time to negotiate detailed representations and

and the influence wielded by politicians and regulators.

warranties but, on the other hand, the data room is

Nevertheless, it may just be a matter of time until these

treated as full disclosure of the same. Finally, increasing

obstacles are removed in order to allow the private

attention is being paid to warranty and indemnity

sector to contribute to overcoming the enormous

insurance, which we have yet to use in a Belgian

challenges facing these industries.

transaction.
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Short
Profiles

NautaDutilh Private Equity Team
NautaDutilh is an independent international law firm and
one of the largest law firms in Europe, with over 400
lawyers, civil law notaries and tax advisers in offices in
Amsterdam, Brussels, London, Luxembourg, New York
and Rotterdam. We are well known for our transaction
practice in the areas of, among other things, private equity,
leveraged finance and capital markets, and also have
an outstanding track record in tax, intellectual property,
competition, telecom and media, commercial property,
insurance and litigation. We often work in teams focusing
on a particular sector and made up of specialists drawn
from all relevant practice groups. The sectors for which we
have established such a team besides the private equity
sector include financial institutions, energy & utilities, life
sciences, real estate, professional services and consumer
goods. Our independent thinking and creative ideas, and
the solution-driven attitude of our professionals, make the
difference between mere competence and true excellence.
And that’s what distinguishes NautaDutilh from the rest.
Nothing more, nothing less.
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NautaDutilh has recently received the following awards:
• Real Estate Law Firm of the Year - Belgian Legal Awards 2013
• Chambers Netherlands Law Firm of the Year 2013
• Corporate Law Firm of the Year - Belgian Legal Awards 2012
• Belgian & Finance Law Firm of the Year - Belgian Legal Awards 2011

Key Contacts Private Equity

Elke Janssens

Pascal Faes

T: +32 2 566 81 50, M: +32 478 99 63 45

T: +32 2 566 86 12, M: +32 477 93 10 92

E: elke.janssens@nautadutilh.com

E: pascal.faes@nautadutilh.com

Sophie Jacmain
T: +32 2 566 81 94, M: +32 497 51 47 73
E: sophie.jacmain@nautadutilh.com
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NautaDutilh’s New York Office

Elizabeth van Schilfgaarde

Ruud Smits

T: +1 212 218 2964,

T: +1 212 218 2991

M: +1 917 371 8843 / +31 62 02 10 519

M: +1 646 853 2809

E: elizabeth.vanschilfgaarde@nautadutilh.com

E: ruud.smits@nautadutilh.com

NautaDutilh’s London Office

Arjan Pors
T: +44 207 786 91 09, M: +44 750 752 1939
E: arjan.pors@nautadutilh.com
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Methodology
In February 2013, NautaDutilh circulated a survey among approximately 350 private equity and venture capital
professionals, bankers, corporate finance advisors and university professors active in the Belgian private
equity and venture capital market, of whom more than 16 percent completed the survey. NautaDutilh is solely
responsible for the contents of this publication and the views contained in this publication expressed are solely
our own.

Contributors
Copyright: NautaDutilh N.V.
Date: June 2013
Author: Kurt Demeyere
Co-authors: Elke Janssens, Sophie Jacmain, Pascal Faes, Maxime Colle
Editor: Katherine Raab
Design: Grafische Vormgeving, Objectif

Disclaimer
This publication contains general information on current and upcoming legal and market issues and trends. It is
not intended to be comprehensive or to provide legal, tax or commercial advice.
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